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Editor’s 
Note

September 2019

After the historical speech of Prime Minister Imran Khan 
at the 74th United Nations Assembly General (UNGA) 
session, people of Pakistan and Occupied Kashmir lauded 
his transparency and bravery to raise voice on various issues 
including Islamophobia and Kashmir on such a high level 
diplomatic forum. 

Overjoyed Kashmiris were set off firecrackers and slogans 
shouted in Srinagar after Prime Minister Imran Khan 
finished his speech at the United Nations. 

Abdul Majid, a retired government official in Srinagar said 
I felt a solace in my heart when he talked at the UN. 

"It felt like there is someone to watch our back. It felt that 
someone is talking for us, that we are not alone." 

A day after Kashmiris watched Khan's speech live on TV, 
Indian authorities tightened restrictions in several parts of 
the valley, including a number of neighbourhoods in 
Srinagar, where concertina wires were rolled out on the 
roads. 

While no reasons were given for the renewed restrictions, 
they appeared to have been sparked by Khan's UN speech, 
which came almost an hour after Indian Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi addressed the Assembly. 

In his 17-minute speech, Modi did not touch upon the 
Kashmir issue, an evasion that angered residents of the 
region, who said it was "unexpected" from the Indian leader. 

"When these leaders are in India, they say Kashmir is an 
internal matter. When they go to global forums, they say it is 
a bilateral issue. But they are continuously playing with the 
lives of people here, pushing millions to the wall," said 
Muhammad Mustafa. 

Khan's speech was the talking point among many 
residents of Kashmir who said they felt buoyed by his words, 
which appeared supportive of their protests against Indian 
rule. 

Kashmiris have kept their businesses and other 
institutions shut during the day despite the Indian 
government claiming the disputed region is moving back to 
"normalcy". 

'We are not 
alone'
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P
akistan Telecommunication Authority 
(PTA) has briefed the Senate's Standing 
Committee on Information Technology 
that it will take four to five years to 

launch 5G services in country. PTA member Dr. 
Khawar Siddique Khokhar said that he needs at 
least two months to make a detailed report on the 
5G plan. 

During the briefing, he informed that a 5G 
policy had been constituted in 2017 and that in 
June this year, the authority had devised a frame-
work for 5G. "The PTA issued a framework for 
test and development of  future technologies, par-
ticularly 5th generation wireless networks in Pak-
istan, in June 2019," he said. 

He said that Zong and other cellular operators 
had subsequently approached the authority and 
sought permission for trial, which was granted.  

He further clarified that Zong had conducted 
a site test and not a network test. "The 5G tech-
nology has not been introduced on commercial 
level, neither Zong is authorised to do so," he 
said. 

The PTA member made it clear that the per-
mission given to Zong was limited to a trial pe-
riod of  three months and not for use on 
commercial basis. He further said that the PTA 
was responsible for removing concerns expressed 
by the relevant quarters and the authority would 
do so. 

Senator Shahzad Waseem said that all con-
cerned quarters should play a "crystal clear 
game" and equal opportunities should be pro-
vided to all. 

Khokhar said the technology will have to face 
multiple challenges in adoption, including the 
availability of  spectrums. The issue of  spectrum 
fee is also yet to resolved, he noted. 

The analyses of  the impacts of  5G on human 
health, right of  ways, applications, security, and 
infrastructure is yet to be made. He hoped that 
the technology will be applicable by 2021. 

"As of  now, the PTA is not ready for the 
launch of  the 5G technology," he said. 

The IT secretary directed the PTA to take 
Senator Attique on board pertaining to a decision 
on the spectrum cost of  5G. 

Senator Attique Shaikh said it will be better 
for the authority if  it leads the test trial. In re-
sponse, the PTA member said that the trial or op-
eration of  5G is out of  the mandate of  the 
authority. Operators across the world make 
preparations on their own, he said. 

"Since October 2017, all network operators 
were making arrangements for a 5G test," he 
said, adding that on July 23, Telenor had submit-
ted an application for the test. On August 8, the 
Pakistan Telecommunication Company Limited 
(PTCL), and on July 31, Mobilink and SCO had 
also submitted their applications for a trial. 

Acknowledging the increasing risks of  various 
threats that come with connectivity, Senate Com-
mittee also raised concerns about security of  5G 
internet. Senator Rubina Khalid said: “If  4G in-
ternet is not secured in Pakistan, how will PTA 
ensure 5G is secure?” Senator Mian Atiq raised 
questions about transparency in awarding 5G li-
censing process. “There was corruption in 4G li-

censing process and it will happen again in 5G li-
censing,” he predicted. 

Secretary Ministry of  Information Technol-
ogy and Communication Shoaib Ahmed Siddiqui 
told that committee that his ministry has started 
working on a cybersecurity policy, and soon it 
will be presented in the committee. 

The telecom authorities need to come up with 
a holistic roadmap for 5G in time. The planning 
process needs to address policy aspects including 
spectrum management, local handset manufac-
turing, cost of  doing business, digital equality, 
and consumer protection. Meanwhile, operators 

should try to be one up on quality-of-service in-
stead of  selling illusions. 

According to sources, 5G will be launched in 
Pakistan with a speed of  100 times than the cur-
rent available. 

The network will be 10 times faster than ex-
isting broadband connections available in the 
country. 5G home router’s speed has been 
recorded as four gigabytes per second with means 
that it can download 50gb of  file in just two min-
utes. 

In May, Minister for Science and Technology 
Fawad Chaudhry had announced that the work 
on 5G technology in Pakistan was underway and 
it would be available soon in the country. 

He had asserted the modern technology had 
changed the shape and structure of  everything 
around us and this new 5G technology had 
brought wonderful ways to help humanity. 

He had added that with 5G technologies a 
movie taking 40 minutes to download will be 
downloaded in 3.5 seconds. 

5G is the fifth-generation cellular network 
technology that offers faster data transfer speeds 
and enables advanced solutions such as smart 
homes, smart cities, autonomous driving, auto-
mated emergency services, remote medical diag-
nosis, smart manufacturing, cloud gaming, and 
enhanced content & media experiences to 
name a few. n 
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Senator Mian Atiq raised 
questions about 

transparency in awarding 5G 
licensing process. There was 

corruption in 4G licensing 
process and it will happen 

again in 5G licensing

“PTA has briefed the Senate's Standing Committee on 
Information Technology that it will take four to five years to 
launch 5G services in country. PTA member Dr. Khawar 
Siddique Khokhar said that he needs at least two months to 
make a detailed report on the 5G plan”

No 5G in Pakistan 
till 2023
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I
ndia lags behind Pakistan in the mobile internet 
speeds as per the Speedtest Global Index by 
Ookla’s latest edition. Ookla® is the global 
leader in internet testing, data and analysis. 

Pakistan stood at 116th spot with an average 
download speed of  13.55 Mbps. India, however, 
stood at 130th position with 10.63 Mbps average 
download speed. The average upload speed for Pak-
istan was recorded at 9.93 Mbps. 

The ranking of  both countries has dropped. Pak-
istan’s ranking dropped by two slots while India’s 
ranking dropped by 4 slots. 

Ookla released the Speedtest Global Index which 
showed world mobile speed increased 21.4 per cent 
and the broadband increased 37.4 per cent. Indian in-
ternet speed is below world average despite an in-
crease. Ookla, the company behind Speedtest, 
released its report analysing the changes in world in-
ternet performance. According to the Speedtest 
Global Index released for the period from July 2017 
to July 2019, the world mobile speed increased 21.4 
per cent from 22.81 Mbps to 27.69 Mbps and the 
broadband increased 37.4 per cent from 46.8 Mbps 
to 63.85 Mbps. 

Indian internet speeds registered an increase of  
16.3 per cent in mobile speeds and 28.5 per cent in-
crease in fixed-broadband speeds. However, the coun-
try still lags behind the world with a below than 
average internet speed. Likewise, Russian internet 
speeds also lag behind the world average despite a 
15.7 per cent increase in mobile speeds and 40.9 per 
cent increase in fixed speeds. 

The index found out that the mobile speeds in 
some countries have skyrocketed in the past year. 
South Korea, which was not even in the top ten in the 
list of  ‘fastest countries for mobile internet’, reached 
the top this year with a growth of  165.9 per cent in 
mean download speed, courtesy of  5G rollout in the 
country. 

The second spot on the list is held by Australia 
with a growth of  21.2 per cent in mean download 
speed, and Qatar slipped to the third spot from previ-
ous year’s first position with a drop of  1.4 per cent in 
speed. Switzerland also benefitted from 5G as it reg-
istered a growth of  23.5 per cent to enter the top 10 
list this year. Canada (+22.2 per cent), Netherlands 
(+17.3 per cent), Malta (+10.3 per cent), Singapore, 
and Norway (+5.8 per cent) continue to stay in the 
top 10 list. Although South Korea became the coun-
try with the fastest mobile internet speed in the world 
with 5G rollout, the report notices that wide avail-
ability of  5G is necessary to change a country’s mean 

download speeds. While Switzerland got the com-
mercial 5G in April 2019, the country’s mean speed 
increased only 2.8 per cent. In the case of  the US, 
since 5G was deployed, its mean download speed ac-
tually declined because it is available only to a lim-
ited number of  markets. 

In the list of “fastest countries for fixed broadband 
internet”, Singapore retains its top spot from the pre-
vious year as the country with the fastest broadband 
speed. The fixed broadband internet speed has not 
changed much in the past year. The largest jump is 
made by Taiwan to enter the top 10 list, which 
amounts to an increase of  166.5 per cent. 

The report mentions that gigabit fiber connections 
can be game-changer and geographically small coun-
tries like Singapore have an advantage here as it’s eas-
ier and cheaper to lay fiber optic cables. 

Continent-wise Asia registered the highest in-
crease of  27.2 per cent in mobile internet speeds fol-
lowed by North America with 25.4 per cent growth, 
whereas South America registered the highest in-
crease of  60.9 per cent in fixed internet speeds fol-
lowed by Asia with 51.8 per cent growth. 

Meanwhile, Jazz has been conferred the Speedtest 
Awards™ by Ookla®, for the third consecutive time. 
The results were announced after Ookla compared 

user-initiated tests taken on the Speedtest iOS and 
Android mobile apps from all major mobile opera-
tors in Pakistan during Q1-Q2 2019. The award 
marks a major achievement for Jazz for staying sig-
nificantly ahead of  its competitor telecom networks. 

In the test, Jazz achieved a Speed Score™ of  
14.97, with average speeds of  15.95 Mbps for down-
load and 11.60 MBPS for upload. This Speed Score 
of  14.97 is significantly higher than other competing 
networks during Q1-Q2 2019. 

CEO of  Jazz, Aamir Ibrahim said on the occa-
sion, “It is an honor to receive the Speedtest Award 
for the third time in a row. Jazz has cemented its po-
sition in mobile broadband performance and remains 
committed to delivering the best service to its cus-
tomers through the country’s largest spectrum hold-
ing and superior network.” 

“With millions of  tests taken using Speedtest 
every day, Ookla has developed a robust and com-
prehensive view of worldwide internet performance. 
It is our pleasure to recognize Jazz as the fastest mo-
bile network in Pakistan based on our rigorous analy-
sis. This award is a testament to Jazz’s exceptional 
performance, as experienced by their own cus-
tomers,” said Jamie Steven, Executive Vice President 
of  Ookla. n 

“Pakistan stood at 116th spot with an average download speed of 

13.55 Mbps. India, however, stood at 130th position with 10.63 

Mbps average download speed. The average upload speed for 

Pakistan was recorded at 9.93 Mbps”

South Korea, which was not 
even in the top ten in the list 

of ‘fastest countries for 
mobile internet’, reached 

the top this year with a 
growth of 165.9 per cent in 

mean download speed, 
courtesy of 5G rollout in 

the country

India lags behind 
Pakistan in internet 
speeds



C
ontinuing its partnership with Jazz for 
developing cellular access in under-
served regions, the Universal Service 
Fund (USF) has awarded a new con-

tract worth PKR 90 million to Pakistan’s leading 
digital communications company. This contract 
has been awarded under the Broadband for Sus-
tainable Development Project in South Waziris-
tan. For this purpose, a signing ceremony took 
place between USF CEO Haaris Mahmood 
Chaudhary and Jazz Chief  Corporate and Enter-
prise Officer Syed Ali Naseer. Dr. Khalid Maq-
bool Siddiqui, Federal Minister for IT &Telecom, 
was the chief  guest at the occasion. 

As part of  the deal, Jazz will work towards 
providing cellular access to people of  South 
Waziristan. The idea is to provide reliable and 
cheap cellular services across the country, partic-
ularly in the remote areas.  

Speaking at the ceremony, Khalid Maqbool 
Siddiqui stated that USF had launched multiple 
projects for the socio-economic uplift of  people 
living in the unserved and underserved areas of  
Pakistan. He added that in order to take this fur-
ther, USF would now be paying special focus on 
empowering the people of  South Waziristan 
through its projects. He highlighted that unfortu-
nately the locals in South Waziristan had been 

victims of  terrorism in the past and now deserved 
all the opportunities they were not able to avail 
earlier. He informed the audience that through 
this project services would be provided to a pop-
ulation of  0.64 million people in 411 muzas. He 
also congratulated the teams of  USF and Jazz for 

doing such an incredible job and for achieving 
this landmark. 

Also speaking at the ceremony, CEO-USF in-
formed that all these achievements made by USF 
had only been possible due to the constant efforts 

of  the Government of  Pakistan. He added that 
Prime Minister of  Pakistan Imran Khan, MoIT 
Dr. Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui and USF Board of  
Directors had been torchbearers of  the vision for 
a “Digital Pakistan” and had enabled USF to 
transform the lives of  people of  the country. He 
further said that they had given USF tremendous 
cooperation, help and support, without which all 
this could not be achieved. 

Talking about this initiative, Syed Ali Naseer 
said, “Our collaboration with USF is in line with 
our agenda of  bridging the prevalent digital di-
vide. This is why the project has special signifi-
cance for us and in due time over 0.64 million 
residents of  these areas will have access to the 
country’s fastest mobile services. Jazz is looking 
forward to assisting these people in unlocking 
their potential in an increasingly interconnected 
world.” 

To complete this project, Jazz will help bridge 
the gap between the urban and rural divide by 
providing modern services to people of  411 un-
served Mauzas at their doorsteps. 

In February, USF awarded a contract worth 
PKR 192 million to Jazz for providing cellular 
services to people of  North Waziristan District, 
Frontier Region Bannu and Frontier Region 
Lakki Marwat. n 
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“Syed Ali Naseer said our collaboration with USF is in line with our agenda of bridging the preva-
lent digital divide. This is why the project has special significance for us and in due time over 0.64 
million residents of these areas will have access to the country’s fastest mobile services”
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USF has awarded a new 
contract worth PKR 90 

million to Pakistan’s leading 
digital communications 

company. This contract has 
been awarded under the 

Broadband for Sustainable 
Development Project in 

South Waziristan

USF awards contract to Jazz 
for developing cellular access 
to South Waziristan





L
eading Smartphone giant, Tecno Mobile 
has appointed Airlink Communication 
as its official distribution partner in Pak-
istan in an agreement signing ceremony 

held at Avari Hotel, Lahore recently. With this al-
liance, TECNO is aiming to expand their reach to 
users in every city of  Pakistan. 

TECNO chose Airlink based on their proven 
performance in the mobile distribution. Airlink 
Communication have been consistently providing 

high service standards in the distribution network 
sector for decades. With more than 45 years of  in-
dustry experience, the company has managed to 
spread its network of  outlets all across Pakistan at 

rapid pace. The Airlink will import the smart-
phone Spark 4, upgraded version of  Spark Go in 
Pakistan as its first unit. 

Besides with its previous distributors, United 
and Yellostone, now Airlink will also be an offi-

cial distributor of  TECNO smartphones all across 
Pakistan. Therefore, collaborating with the top dis-
tributor will lay foundation for a very bright future 
ahead. 

General Manager of  TECNO Mobile Pakistan, 
Creek Ma, gave a key message on this agreement 
signing ceremony: “TECNO has already estab-
lished its presence in Pakistan but with this new 
partnership, TECNO will achieve new milestones, 
including product availability all across Pakistan. 

We aim to enhance the buying experience of  our 
customers by mitigating the chances of  disap-
pointment faced by our customers when they have 
difficulty in finding our phones offline.” n 
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“GM TECNO Mobile Pakistan Creek Ma said new partnership will achieve new 
milestones, including product availability all across Pakistan. We aim to enhance the 
buying experience of our customers by mitigating the chances of disappointment faced 
by our customers when they have difficulty in finding our phones offline”
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Besides with its previous 
distributors, United and 

Yellostone, now Airlink will 
also be an official distribu-

tor of TECNO smartphones 
all across Pakistan. 

Therefore, collaborating 
with the top distributor will 

lay foundation for a very 
bright future ahead

TECNO joins hands with Airlink 
to expand its distribution 
network in Pakistan
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1
6-year-old Alaina Shahzad Rauf  is a jun-
ior student in North Yarmouth Academy 
in Maine, USA. She is passionate about a 
project that she started this year, called 

“Aagahi”. The basis of  the project is to collect all 
types of  books from schools in the USA and ship 
them to schools in rural areas of  Pakistan. She be-
lieves “Building Libraries for children should be 
a global phenomenon”.  

Alaina started this project in March 2019. She 
collected more than 4000 books in her school 
NYA in the USA and later she collected funds in 
Pakistan to buy additional books locally and do-
nated them to nonprofit schools in Lahore. This 
summer, on her visit to Pakistan, she visited sev-

eral schools in rural areas to learn about their 
needs. She also visited Abaroo Educational Wel-
fare Organization in Lahore and was impressed 
with their work in the area of  free education for 
children.  

They promised to help her project next year by 
providing support in books distribution in Pak-
istan. Alaina enjoyed her visit, where she got a 
chance to meet and talk to several children of  dif-
ferent ages and welcomed new ideas that would 
help her project in the future. She is very excited, 
and looks forward to working with the Abaroo 
Educational Welfare Organization. She is an im-
pressive young Pakistani and we wish her best of  
luck with her future endeavours. n 

“She collected more than 4000 books in her school NYA in the USA and later she collected funds 
in Pakistan to buy additional books locally and donated them to non-profit schools in Lahore”

The basis of the project is to 
collect all types of books 
from schools in the USA 

and ship them to schools in 
rural areas of Pakistan. She 
believes “Building Libraries 

for children should be a 
global phenomenon
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H
MD Global, the home of  Nokia 
phones, has launched Nokia 7.2 and 
Nokia 6.2 at the IFA Berlin 2019. Both 
the smartphones have been the talk of  

the tech town, mainly due to the camera module’s 
design. Two new smartphones: the Nokia 7.2, a 
class-defining smartphone with a powerful 48MP 
triple camera featuring ZEISS Optics, and the 
Nokia 6.2, where the breath-taking PureDisplay 
meets an advanced triple camera setup powered by 
AI experiences, all in one accessible smartphone.  

The company also expanded its feature phone 
portfolio to address new network and market cat-
egories. The Nokia 800 Tough is the first rugged 
Nokia phone from HMD Global, representing a 
new hallmark in Nokia phone durability and bat-
tery life that comes perfectly paired with essential 
modern tech like The Google Assistant, What-
sApp, 4G and more. The Nokia 2720 Flip is com-
pact and tactile but transformed in usability thanks 
to the integrated AI technology. This makes it an 
ideal phone for consumers with accessibility needs 
or looking for a digital detox. Lastly, the Nokia 
110 is all about entertainment in an extremely af-
fordable package.  

Heralding the next phase for Nokia phones 
HMD Global also shared its vision for the 

Nokia phones of  the future. Continuing with the 
belief  that technology and innovation must move 
people forward – and not be limited to certain 
price points – the company has identified key 
strategic investment areas for the future. These in-
vestments will be aimed to drive even deeper dif-
ferentiation for Nokia phones in the areas of  
imaging, security as well as design and materials 
innovation. Bringing the benefits of  new network 
technology to a wider audience, HMD Global also 
announced its commitment to deliver an afford-
able yet premium grade 5G experience in 2020.  

Florian Seiche, CEO, HMD Global said: “We 
are now paving the way for the next phase for 
Nokia phones and have identified strategic invest-
ment areas for driving a high-quality Nokia smart-
phone experience for our fans, specifically 
focusing on bringing innovation in the area of  5G, 
security, imaging and design.”  

“We are very proud of  our laser-sharp focus on 
security across all our phones, making us the only 
European brand in our category with a strong em-
phasis on trust, security and a pure Android expe-

rience. With amazing achievements like being the 
only brand to have our entire portfolio running the 
latest version of  Android, we have brought the lat-
est Android features across all price segments. We 
are the only brand that consistently delivers 

monthly security updates, making good on our 
promise to keep your phone secure.” added Seiche. 

Two new Android™ smartphones elevate the 
mid-segment portfolio for Nokia phones. 

In a strong renewal of  the mid-segment, HMD 
Global announced two new Nokia smartphones – 
the Nokia 7.2 and the Nokia 6.2 – both delivering 
segment leading experiences to fans in both dis-
play and imaging. In addition, both the Nokia 7.2 
and Nokia 6.2 take a leap forward in craftsman-
ship and materials exploration bringing premium 

Nordic designs to the mid-segment. 
Juho Sarvikas, Chief  Product Officer, HMD 

Global said: “Our mid-range portfolio has always 
been acknowledged for exceeding fan’s expecta-
tions. Both the Nokia 7.2 and Nokia 6.2 carry for-
ward the same philosophy of  delivering premium 
experiences at exceptional value. From the power-
ful 48MP triple camera imaging featuring ZEISS 
Optics on the Nokia 7.2, to the best-in-class Pure-
Display on smartphones the Nokia 7.2 and Nokia 
6.2 bring the best experiences to our fans. Both 
smartphones come with a signature two-day bat-
tery life, and feature a unique design achieved with 

high-tech materials that’s true to our Nordic her-
itage. In addition, the Nokia 7.2 and Nokia 6.2 are 
Android 10-ready and will deliver on an OS expe-
rience that just keeps getting better.” 

Nokia 7.2 – elevating the mid-segment  
The Nokia 7.2 features a powerful 48MP triple 

camera with Quad Pixel technology and ZEISS 
Optics. Premiering many exclusive imaging expe-
riences, the new Nokia 7.2 delivers on Nokia 
phones’ legacy of  bringing unique imaging tech-
nologies and features. In an industry first integra-
tion of  DSLR level pro-bokeh styles into a 
smartphone, the Nokia 7.2 comes with unique 
ZEISS bokeh styles available in portrait mode to 
give you stunning shots and exceptional image 
quality anytime of  the day. These bokeh styles 
recreate the way legendary ZEISS lenses produce 
high visual impact and signature blur. Giving fans 
the creative freedom, the Nokia 7.2 also allows for 
both foreground and background blur to mimic 
the natural optical bokeh. The Nokia 7.2 also 
brings advanced low-light imaging with night 
mode by using AI low light image fusion technol-
ogy in combination with the highly sensitive 
48MP main camera. Building on the strengths of  

its predecessor, the Nokia 7.2 combines a two-day 
battery life, stunning PureDisplay technology and 
always-on HDR, with timeless Nordic design to 
redefine what fans should expect from this smart-
phone segment. 

Nokia 6.2 – breath taking display and ad-
vanced triple camera  

The first series 6 Nokia smartphone to pre-
miere a triple camera and PureDisplay technology, 
the Nokia 6.2 offers fans breath-taking visual ex-
periences and advanced imaging in an accessible 
package. The Nokia 6.2 brings always-on HDR to 
a new smartphone segment, featuring PureDisplay 
technology powered by a dedicated visual proces-
sor that delivers up to one billion shades of  colour. 
With a combination of  AI-features and a power-
ful triple sensor camera, the Nokia 6.2 lets fans 
take detailed photos, bokeh portraits and stunning 
wide-angle shots that capture more. And with its 
signature two-day battery life, fans will be able to 
do more of  what they like without any battery 
anxiety. The Nokia 6.2 stays true to its Nordic her-
itage, joining timeless craftsmanship and cutting-
edge materials to deliver a unique and seamless 
finish. n
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“We are now paving the way for the next phase for Nokia phones and have identified strategic in-
vestment areas for driving a high-quality Nokia smartphone experience for our fans, 
specifically focusing on bringing innovation in the area of 5G, security, imaging and design said 
Florian Seiche, CEO, HMD Global”
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Two new smartphones: the 
Nokia 7.2, a class-defining 
smartphone with a power-

ful 48MP triple camera fea-
turing ZEISS Optics, and 
the Nokia 6.2, where the 

breath-taking PureDisplay 
meets an advanced triple 
camera setup powered by 
AI experiences, all in one 
accessible smartphone

HMD Global launches Nokia 6.2, 
Nokia 7.2 with powerful triple 
cameras at IFA Berlin 2019





C
oke and Pepsi 
are more popu-
lar sodas 
among the 

youth not in Pakistan but 
also around the world 
without knowing its 
health hazards. With at-
tractive ads and slogans, 
companies that produce 
sodas are making millions 
by marketing their bever-
ages with major advertise-
ment campaigns by 
celebrities.  

The children and 
youth are tempting to 
drink a glass of  fizzy, bub-
bly soft drink especially 
on a hot and sultry day. 
But there’s bad news for 
soft drinks Coke and 
Pepsi lovers. A new re-
search published in the 
Journal of  the American 
Medical Association tells 
us that having two or 
more glasses of  soft 
drinks on a daily basis can 
cut years from your life, 
leading to premature 
death. 

According to the 
study, bingeing on sugar 
and artificially-sweetened 
soft drinks can increase 
your susceptibility of  de-
veloping diseases that can 
lead to mortality. For the 
research, the scientists en-
rolled 452,000 men and 
women from 10 Euro-
pean countries. Some of  
them were asked to have 
two or more soft drinks 
every day whereas others 
were given less than one 
glass every month. The 
scientists followed the 
participants for 16 years. 

It is surprising to 
know soda consumption 
declines in the US, Coca-
Cola and PepsiCo are try-
ing to leverage the name 
recognition of  their legacy 
brands to make a bigger 
dent in the growing en-
ergy drink category. 

Pakistan Medical Association (PMA) had re-
leased the report about pesticide percentage (%) in 
cold drinks as follows Coke 9.4%, 7 up 12.5%, 
Mirinda 20.7%, Pepsi 10.9%, Fanta 29.1% and 
Sprite. 5.3%. Both Coke and Pepsi are carbonated 
drinks. In light of  the tough competition and public 
knows the health hazards of  soft drinks, both Pepsi 
and Coca-Cola expanded their portfolios and ven-
tured into other categories like fruit juices and min-
eral waters.  

If  you are a soft drink addict and constantly 
thrive on coloured, flavoured colas then you must 
be cautious now and restrict from having them here 
on. Wondering why? A recent study has found out 
that consumption of  soft drinks, whether sweetened 
with sugar of  artificial sweeteners may be associated 
with an increased risk of  premature death. 

Obesity: This is a health condition that has been 
on the rise in recent years. Apart from junk food, 
drinking sodas on a regular basis is linked to in-
crease in the risk of  becoming overweight or obese.  

Heart troubles: Cardiovascular health is affected 
in a major way with consumption of  beverages like 
Coke and Pepsi.  

Kidney problems: According to researchers, 

there is a link between drinking soda, especially diet 
ones, and problems in the kidney. They say that 
women who drink more than two glasses of  soda 
beverages on a daily basis will experience a decline 
in kidney function in the long run. 

Metabolic syndrome: There is a high risk of  de-
veloping metabolic syndrome for people who regu-
larly consume sodas. This syndrome is a collection 

of  symptoms that in-
crease the risk diabetes, 
heart disease and stroke. 
A person will display a 
minimum of  three symp-
toms if  he suffers from 
metabolic syndrome. 
These symptoms are low 
HDL cholesterol levels, 
high blood sugar levels, 
high triglyceride levels 
and high blood pressure. 

Dental problems: The 
high content of  sugar in 
soft drinks like Coke and 
Pepsi can cause dental 
problems like cavities, etc. 
Sodas also contain ingre-
dients that are acidic and 
they can erode the enamel 
in our teeth, thus causing 
tooth decay. 

Osteoporosis: Regu-
lar consumption of  sodas 
increases the risk of  de-
veloping osteoporosis. 
People who drink soft 
drinks do not get the nu-
trients that the body 
needs. Foods that are nu-
trient-rich such as fruit 
juice and milk are re-
placed by sodas. This de-
creases the intake of  
calcium and increases the 
risk of  developing osteo-
porosis. 

Acceleration of 
aging: All sodas contain 
phosphates which are also 
known as phosphoric 
acid. This is a mild acid 
that gives sodas their tang 
and it also increases their 
shelf  life. This acid can 
also be found in foods like 
meat, nuts and dairy 
products. Excessive phos-
phate can cause kidney 
and heart problems, os-
teoporosis and loss of  
muscles. A recent study 
indicates that high levels 
of  this acid could acceler-
ate the aging process. 

Abnormal hormones: 
An epoxy resin that is 
known as bisphenol A 

lines a large number of  aluminum soda cans to en-
sure that the acids that sodas contain do not react 
with the metal. It is a well-known fact that Bisphe-
nol A interferes with hormones in our body. It is also 
linked to infertility, diabetes, obesity and cancer of  
the reproductive system. 

Dehydration: Many of  us buy a can or bottle of  
soda when we are out and feel thirsty. This is a huge 
mistake because it does not alleviate the thirst. Sodas 
contain caffeine and the caffeine will dehydrate your 
body rather than doing the opposite. The number of  
times that you urinate increases because caffeine is 
a diuretic. Choose water to quench your thirst in-
stead of  Coke or Pepsi. 

Addiction: Sodas contain caffeine and this sub-
stance acts as a stimulant and boosts your energy 
levels temporarily. Too much of  it can lead to high 
blood pressure and restlessness. It is also highly ad-
dictive so when you stop drinking sodas, you will 
experience mood swings like irritability, depression 
and fatigue. 

Although many of  us already know the risks of  
drinking soda, we still continue to buy cans and bot-
tles of  these beverages. It is time that we take this 
issue seriously and stop drinking sodas so that we 
can be healthier and live longer. n 
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“A recent study has found out that consumption of soft drinks, 
whether sweetened with sugar of artificial sweeteners may be 
associated with an increased risk of premature death. Coke and 
Pepsi are carbonated drinks. In light of the tough competition 
and public knows the health hazards of soft drinks, they ex-
panded their portfolios and ventured into other categories like 
fruit juices and mineral waters”
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It is surprising to know soda 
consumption declines in 

the US, Coca-Cola and 
PepsiCo are trying to 

leverage the name 
recognition of their legacy 

brands to make a bigger 
dent in the growing energy 

drink category

Coke & Pepsi tied to 
higher risk of early death



S
tate Bank of  Pakistan (SBP) has taken 
strict actions in the financial sector by 
slamming penalties of  Rs. 805 million on 
10 commercial banks for violation of  

Anti-Money Laundering and Counter Financing 
of  Terrorism (AML/CFT) laws. Central bank 
carried out extensive audits of  banks’ operations 
and regulatory implementation and sternly pe-
nalized banking companies without issuing a 
warning or any show-cause notices. 

In July, SBP imposed a penalty of  Rs. 184 mil-
lion on four banks on the same account. How-
ever, banks did not take caution to fix such 
regulatory issues and improve their operations. 
Majority of  these banks violated regulations in 
areas related to AML/CFT, Consumer Protec-
tion, Consumer Protection and Asset Quality. 

Below are the details of  penalties slapped on 
these banks by the State Bank of  Pakistan. 

Habib Bank Limited: HBL faced a fine of  Rs. 
320 million due to deficiencies in the areas of  
AML/CFT and erroneous deduction of  service 

charges from customers. The bank has been ad-
vised timelines to bring improvements in its sys-
tems/controls to avoid recurrence of  such 
lapses/violations in the future. 

MCB Bank: MCB Bank was imposed a 
penalty of  Rs. 159.152 million for deficiencies 
found in the areas of  AML/CFT. The bank has 
been advised timelines to improve the 
KYC/CDD processes and integrate eKYC sys-
tem with the core banking system. 

Dubai Islamic Bank: SBP imposed a penalty 
of  Rs. 77.9 million on Dubai Islamic Bank 
mainly on deficiencies in the areas of  AML/CFT 
and Assets Quality. Moreover, the bank has been 
advised timelines to rectify the operational lapses 
and improve the control environment to avoid re-
currence of  such lapses/violations in the future. 

JS Bank: JS Bank was penalized with a fine of  
Rs. 70.37 million by the central bank on defi-
ciencies in customer due-diligence process, misu-
tilization and non-classification of  loans etc. 

The bank has been advised timelines to en-

hance its systems/process for customer risk pro-
filing (CRP), transaction monitoring and identi-
fication of  Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs). 

The bank also faced a penalty in July. 
Silk Bank: Silk Bank also faced a penalty of  

Rs. 53 million on the deficiencies in customer due 
diligence practices, imprudent lending practices, 
non-classification of  loans. 

Moreover, in view of  the strategic deficiencies 
in transaction monitoring system & name screen-
ing process, the bank has been advised an action 
plan/timelines for replacement of  their existing 
TMS and acquiring of  name screening solution. 

Bank Alfalah: 
The bank was fined with the penalty of  Rs. 

52.7 million in August due to the violations of  
foreign exchange regulations such as restrictions 
to remit import advance payments, export docu-
mentation and non-submission of  documents 
against advance payment. 

Allied Bank Limited: Allied Bank faced a 
penalty of  Rs. 32.75 million. The bank was pe-
nalized on breach of  various limits of  Equity In-
vestment/related deficiencies in the customer due 
diligence process. 

The bank has been advised the timelines to 
bring equity investment and exposure to related 
party group within the prescribed limit and revise 
KYC/CDD process. 

Sindh Bank: Sindh Bank was imposed a 
penalty of  Rs. 15 million on deficiencies in cus-
tomer due diligence practices, imprudent lending 
practices, non-classification of  loans. 

Moreover, in view of  the strategic deficiencies 
in transaction monitoring system & name screen-
ing process, the bank has been advised an action 
plan/timelines for replacement of  their existing 
TMS and acquiring of  name screening solution. 

Summit Bank: Summit Bank was fined with 
an amount of  Rs. 13.07 million on deficiencies in 
customer due-diligence process, misutilization of  
loans and non-classification of  loans. 

The bank has been advised to timely update 
customer profiles & proper document the reasons 
behind large value transactions. 

Habib Metropolitan Bank: Habib Metropoli-
tan Bank was imposed a penalty of  Rs. 10 mil-
lion by SBP on a violation of  foreign exchange 
regulations relating to splitting the import ad-
vance payments into smaller transactions. 

The strict actions and penalties, as well as 
their public disclosure, suggests that the issue of  
AML/CFT compliance is being pursued by the 
regulator under strict guidance from the Finan-
cial Action Task Force (FATF) to help pull the 
country out of  the grey list. 

The management of  these commercial banks 
dejected but they have to pay a heavy price of  
penalty that will eat up their revenues signifi-
cantly. These banks should lay focus on their 
business and operations to avoid penalties next 
time. 

Banks, which did not come in the radar of  the 
central bank, should be vigilant and fix their is-
sues at earliest as possible to avoid such penalties 
in the future. n 

“HBL faced a fine of Rs. 320 million due to deficiencies in the 
areas of AML/CFT and erroneous deduction of service charges 
from customers. The bank has been advised timelines to bring 
improvements in its systems/controls to avoid recurrence of 
such lapses/violations in the future”

MCB Bank was imposed a 
penalty of Rs. 159.152 mil-
lion for deficiencies found 
in the areas of AML/CFT. 

The bank has been advised 
timelines to improve the 

KYC/CDD processes and 
integrate eKYC system with 

the core banking system

10 banks punished for 
violating anti-terror 
financing rules
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T
he government have set-up food authorities 
to the all provinces to check the adulteration 
and substandard of eatable stuffs including 
oil and ghee. Adulterated and substandard 

cooking oil and vegetable ghee continue to playing 
with the public health, raising the number of patients 
having different fatal diseases in Pakistan. The mal-
practice has been going on in broad daylight, jarring at 
the performance and presence of the authorities con-
cerned. 

There are various departments supposed to check 
the spread of food items not fit for human consump-
tion which a serious crime. It is the responsibility of 
the government to eliminate the malpractice and acti-
vate the departments responsible to check quality and 
standards of  food items. There is only Punjab Food 
Authority (PFA) is active to check adulation and sub-
standard food items for public health concerned. 

In the latest move, Punjab Food Authority (PFA) 
has banned the sale of 103 brands of cooking oil and 
ghee across the country terming these harmful for 
human consumption. 47 of these failed on safety pa-
rameters whereas the remaining 56 failed to meet qual-
ity standards. 

68,120 kilograms of such oils and ghee have been 
confiscated from the market and the watchdog has di-
rected to ban the production and distribution until they 
don’t conform to the health standards. 

The food safety teams collected 317 samples from 
the market and the results were gauged on the basis of 
blind sampling before company representatives. 211 
brands conformed to the standards against which the 
samples were tested. PFA Director General, Muham-
mad Usman said on the occasion that no compromise 
will be made on quality and that the defaulters will re-
main banned until further notice. 

Here’s the list of cooking oil brands which failed 
to meet the standards: 

Potohar Cooking, Oil Sitara Cooking Oil, Kisan 
Super Cooking Oil, Commander Cooking Oil, Fatima 
Cooking Oil, Foody Sunflower Cooking Oil, Sawera 
Cooking Oil, Punjab Cooking Oil, Seasons Cooking 
Oil, Dawat Cooking Oil, Master Palm Olein Oil, Sun-
drop Cooking Oil, Care Cooking Oil, Bakeman FRYO 
Frying Oil, Mehboob Cooking Oil, Hoor Cooking Oil, 
Watan Cooking Oil, Dalda Fortified Sunflower Cook-
ing Oil, Sufi Sunflower Cooking Oil, Momin Cooking 
Oil, Momin Sunflower Cooking Oil, Areej Premium 
Cooking Oil, Sadiq Cooking Oil, Barkat Cooking Oil, 
Hayat Palm Olein, Tawanai Palm Olein, Mujahid 
Cooking Oil, Mujahid Soyabean Cooking Oil, Fatima 
Palm Olein Oil, Zaitoon Refined Palm Olein Oil, 
Mumtaz Cooking Oil, Madni Cooking Oil, Ok Cook-
ing Oil, Multan Canola Cooking Oil, Roho Canola 
Cooking Oil, Ittehad Canola Cooking Oil, Asia Pure 
Cooking Oil Asia Pure Canola Oil, Shahbaz Cooking 
Oil, Moulvi Cooking Oil, Hafeez Cooking Oil, Ganj 
Shakr Cooking Oil, Shafi Cooking Oil, Tayyab Cook-
ing Oil, Rahat Cooking Oil, SB Gold Canola Oil, SB 
Gold Cooking Oil, Sidra Cooking Oil, Maaz Supreme 
Pakwan Oil, Khushi Cooking Medium, Master Chef 
Cooking Oil, Ittehad Palm Olein Cooking Oil, Taqwa 
Cooking Oil and Khalis Cooking Oil. 

For ghee, the list is as given below: 
Geo Banaspati, Kisan Banaspati Ghee, Qila Khy-

ber Banaspati, Multan Banaspati, Shafi Vegetable 
Ghee, Darra Khyber Banaspati Ghee, Misaal Banas-
pati, Seasons Banaspati, Punjab Banaspati, Care Ba-
naspati Ghee, Chandi Sona Banaspati, Asia Banaspati, 
Tahafuz Banaspati, Chand Banaspati (VTF), Mumta 
Banaspati (VTF), Jashan Banaspati, Minha Banaspati, 
Naqash Banaspati, Geo Kohinoor Banaspati, Khush-
boo Banaspati, Barkat Banaspati, Eva Premium Qual-
ity VTF Banaspati, Malta Banaspati, Soya Supreme 
Banaspati, Hafeez Banaspati, Fawad Banaspati, Maan 
Banaspati, Enaam Banaspati, Aghaz Banaspati, Gul 
Banaspati, Maha Banaspati, Rohi Banaspati, Maaz 
Supreme Banaspati Ghee, Shama Banaspati, Andaaz 
Banaspati, Qadir Banaspati, Rahat Banaspati, Taha-
fuz Banaspati, Fauji Koh-e-Noor Banaspati, Shehroz 
Banaspati, Aghaaz Banaspati and ACP Fold Banas-
pati. It is pertaining to mention here that last year, PFA 
had declared 61 ghee and cooking oil brands unfit for 
consumption and confiscated 47,233 litres of ghee and 

cooking oil from the market and most of brands of oil 
and ghee again fined.  

Sindh is one of the hub of adulteration and sub-
standard food items and almost every day TV chan-
nels disclose new and latest story of  these heinous 
crimes. It is bad news that Sindh Government has lim-
ited the power of Sindh Food Authority (SFA). Presi-
dent of  the Karachi Chamber of  Commerce & 
Industry (KCCI) Muffasar Atta Malik criticized the 

government’s move to limit the operations of  Sindh 
Food Authority (SFA) to Karachi only, stated that this 
was likely to create a lot of problems for the business 
and industrial community as it seems that the Author-
ity has been established in haste. 

President KCCI categorically stated that the 
Karachi Chamber was not against the establishment 

of SFA as safe, hygienic and healthy food, which is the 
basic right of every citizen, has to be supplied to the 
masses at any cost but it was highly unfair to limit the 
Authority’s operations to Karachi only. 

The Khyber Pakthunkhwa Food Authority has 
initiated action against adulteration in milk and 
other food items and issued notice to 63 shopkeep-
ers recently. On the directives of  Deputy Commis-
sioner Zeeshan Mehsud, the food authority officials 
and district administration teams in their joint ac-
tion checked milk containers and shifted samples to 
laboratory for testing. Heavy fines were also im-
posed on milkmen involved in adulteration of  water 
in milk and other food items. The authority has is-
sued notices to 63 shopkeepers and milk sellers. 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Food Authority is active 
but its people do not accept the power of  it. The 
workers of  a restaurant held a team of  the Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa Food Authority hostage following a 
quarrel. The team was eventually rescued by the po-
lice. The food authority had raided the restaurant, 
which is located on Mardan Bank Road. During the 
raid, a fight erupted between the restaurant em-
ployees and the team members. The team wanted to 
check the quality of  the food being served there, but 
the employees stopped them from entering the 
kitchen. 

The employees then held them hostage and ac-
cused the authority of  asking a bribe from them. 

The team rejected the allegations and said that 
they had raided the restaurant after receiving nu-
merous complaints. n 
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President of the Karachi 
Chamber of Commerce & 
Industry (KCCI) Muffasar 
Atta Malik criticized the 

government’s move to limit 
the operations of Sindh Food 

Authority (SFA) to 
Karachi only

“Punjab Food Authority (PFA) has banned the sale of 103 brands 
of cooking oil and ghee across the country terming these harmful 
for human consumption. 47 of these failed on safety parameters 
whereas the remaining 56 failed to meet quality standards”

Famous brands of oil & 
ghee found harmful for 
human consumption
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W
ateen Telecom and Wincom chief  
Kashif  Jameel, son of  Muhammad 
Jameel resident of  House No. 66, 
Street No.02, Gulberg Town 14, Ka-

jani, Tehsil Chishtian, District Bahwalpur, lodged an 
FIR with the Gulberg Police against the former CEO 
Abu Dhabi Group Adeel Bajwa for fraudulent pos-
sessing six kanals property worth millions of rupees sit-
uated at 14-H Gulberg-II, Lahore, belonging to Sheikh 
Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan, UAE Cabinet Mem-
ber and Minister of Higher Education and Scientific 
Research. After the FIR registration, police started in-
vestigation and presented a report to the court. The 
court, however, granted interim bail to Adeel Bajwa. 

A tussle between Adeel Khalid Bajwa and Sheikh 
Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan started when both 
fought to get land ownership. Adeel Bajwa hired the 
most senior lawyers in his council to proof that the 
land is belongs to him. The case is under trial in the 
court while some information is circulating that Wa-
teen Telecom and Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al 
Nahyan’s legal advisers from his other companies have 
taken stay order against Adeel Bajwa which further 
added to his misery. Flare Magazine is the only publi-
cation in the country that highlighted his wrong deeds 
and corruption in Abu Dhabi Group of  Sheikh 

Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan during his posting. 
Basically, he is a lawyer and did practice in Pakistan 
and knows how to handle laws to mint the money 
through unfair means. He worked eight years in Abdu 
Dhabi Group as a CEO, during the job he hired blue 
eyed people who were involved in corruption and mal-
practices. If  any official did not cooperate with him 
then he was transfer to other place and in some cases 
he sacked many employees of Abu Dhabi Group who 
were honest and loyal to the company. Adeel Bajwa 
succeeded in looting the money and collapsed the 
Group. Even he also sacked former Chief Executive 
Officer of Wateen Telecom Limited Pakistan Rizwan 
Ali Tiwana and Head of Finance Department Aqib 
Zulfiqar because they knew secret of corruption be-
cause they were very close to Sheikh Nahyan bin 
Mubarak Al Nahyan Chairman Abu Dhabi Group.  

Now he started another stunt through his friend 
Tariq Ahmad that a US-based Elko Broadband sues a 
case on September 12, 2019, consisting of 30 pages 
writ petition against Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al 
Nahyan and the owner of Flare Magazine for defama-
tion demanding $250 million, Sheikh company and 
$150 million to owner of  Flare Magazine. We are 
publishing some pages of the case.  

Aqib Zulfiqar and Adeel Bajwa hold Wateen Tele-
com office in Malaysia and all transactions were made 
there. It has been proved that they were also involved 
in money laundering and tax evading around Rs 4.3 
billion resultantly government of Pakistan lost billion 
of rupees in term of taxes.  

Adeel Bajwa had threatened of dire consequences 
to Rizwan Tiwana, Aqib Zulfiqar and Tauqeer Ahmad 

if  they would not tender their resignations. He sacked 
them with allegations of corruption so that they would 
not approach Chairman Abu Dhabi Group. It was an-
other aspect to safe his skin and they did not share 
more information with Chairman Abu Dhabi Group 
and his investigating team. 

It proved that all cases were made against Sheikh 
Nahyan bin Mubarak Al Nahyan and Flare Magazine 
owner whereas Adeel Bajwa is the main character of 

this game and corruption. He is given clean chit in this 
case. Before suing the case, Tariq Ahmad invited Adeel 
Bajwa, Aqib Zulfiqar and made plan to the tackle the 
situation and register case against Sheikh Nahyan bin 
Mubarak Al Nahyan so that they could earn billions of 
dollars by selling out the company to the US-based 
company. Following the failure of plan, they started 
blackmailing with dire consequence to Sheikh Nahyan 
bin Mubarak Al Nahyan and his company members. 
Even they did not spare Flare publisher who unearthed 
the corruption tale of Adeel Bajwa. 

It is noted Elko Broadband wrote many letters to 
CEO Abu Dhabi Adeel Bajwa when he was on duty. 
These letters are showing conspiracy against them. 
Flare is publishing just to unearth his corruption tale. 
Flare owner is determined that he does not fear such 
case, I as a journalist will publish against the corrup-
tion and malpractice whenever, wherever it happen 
and prove we are patriotic Pakistani and defend the in-
nocent affectees at all forums. We shall deal corrupt 
and dishonest with iron hand in the future and disclose 
their black deeds and corruption. 

After mega corruption was unearthed in Wateen 
Telecom, the telecom sector is on high alert to avoid 
corruption and started efforts to streamline the whole 
system. Even Wateen Telecom did not deposit tax in 
Pakistan exchequer when a case of company was un-
der procedure in NAB. We are publishing the real reg-
istry of land and Rs 3 crore drawn in Wateen Telecom 
account for payment of property. The registry amount 

showed just Rs 1.28 crore and remaining amount 
picked by Adeel Bajwa. 

Adeel Bajwa and his accomplices went under-
ground. They are trying to depress the media through 
propaganda and making fake cases. 

We are publishing some images of case registered 
by Elko Broadband through Tariq Ahmad. It is noted 
that after Flare published the corruption news of Adeel 
and his accomplices. Some media houses published his 
corruption news but did not sue them. We unearthed 
corruption and malpractices against the Chairman 
Abu Dhabi Group, Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al 
Nahyan and try to proof the US court that Adeel Ba-
jwa is corrupt and dishonest person. 

A letter written by Elko Broadband to Adeel Bajwa 
when he was CEO Abu Dabi Group on March 12, 
2019 as we have reviewed the filing made on behalf of 
Wateen Telecom Limited, hereinafter referred to as 
("WTL”) with the Competition Commission of Pak-
istan.The exhibits to the filing wereprovided to us on 
Wednesday March 6, 2019'. There are substantial dif-
ferences between the exhibit listing the ownership of 
Warid Telecom International LLC, hereinafter referred 
to as WTI, the holding company for WTL and the au-
dited financial statements of WTL as well as theown-
ership provided to us by WTL management. 

We were informed and were always acting as if  
WTI is owned by Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al 
Nahyan, the person listed on the Audited Financial 
Statements provided to us by WTL management. Price 
Waterhouse was also informed by WTL management 
as to the ownership of WTI. The change in ownership 
is of grave concern to us as it is a switch which affects 
approvals by theGovernment of Pakistan as well as our 
investors and the bank loans in Pakistan extended to 
WTL. There is a change in control language in each of 
the bank loans, therefore, the change in ownership vi-
olates the bank covenants. Any settlement made with 
the banks which is beingdiscounted would be illegal 
and thus not enforceable. The change in control can 
only happenafter the bank settlement not before. 

As per the regulations in Pakistan, any change in 
ownership in WTI necessitates government of Pak-
istan notification, review and approval. There is no 
proof that this approval has been received or even if the 
Government of  Pakistan has been notified of  the 
change. The document provided as an exhibit refer-
encing the new shareholding,lists Matthew Hollis, 
highlighted in Red, (we are not sure as to the signifi-
cance of  this highlight), however, it concerns us 
Mr.Hollis is now the largest shareholder of WTI own-
ing 30% of the shares of WTI. We had requested that 
the exhibits be provided for the past few months. 

Simply inserting the new ownership as an exhibit 
is not acceptable,it is not legal. There is no proof that 
Mr. Hollis ownership of WTI has been duly provided 
to the Government of Pakistan and approved by the 
Government of Pakistan the same is with the other 
new shareholders of WTI. n 

    C OV E R  S T O RY

When the corruption of 
Adeel Bajwa was unearthed, 
Chairman Abu Dhabi Sheikh 

Nahyan bin Mubarak Al 
Nahyan terminated him 

immediately and bound him to 
remain in Dubai under 

custody till the final decision. 
They befooled the Sheikh for 

eight years and drew 
handsome salaries every 

month with zero performance



L
iaquat Ali Khan Qaimkhani is a ‘front-
man’ of  an important political leader. He 
is prime accused of  awarding fake con-
tracts as DG Parks in the Karachi Met-

ropolitan Corporation (KMC), as well as illegally 
allotting a plot from land meant for a park in 
Clifton. 

In 1988, when he was working as assistant di-
rector in KMC, Qaimkhani purchased a 2000 
square yards land in Pakistan Employees Cooper-
ative Housing Society at an estimated cost of  Rs 
1.4 million. 

The grade-20 officer retired from the post of  
parks director-general in 2011 and was serving as 
an “Adviser” to Karachi Mayor Wasim Akhtar. 

Before his arrest in Bagh Ibn-e-Qasim scam, 
National Accountability Bureau (NAB) and Anti-
Corruption Establishment conducted an inquiry 
against the former parks director-general for in-
volvement in embezzlement of  Rs30 million worth 
of  KMC’s funds in 2003 and 2013 respectively. 

Two of  his brothers, Aftab Qaimkhani and So-
hail Qaimkhani, are serving as the KMC Sports 
Complex director and KMC estates additional di-
rector respectively. 

Sources further revealed that two of  his 
nephews, Faisal Qaimkhani and Talha 
Qaimkhani, are working on the post of  deputy di-
rector in KMC’s Enterprise and Investment Pro-
motion Department. 

He also recruited over 150 employees of  his na-
tive town in KMC’s parks and horticulture de-
partment, adding that more than 100 nurseries of  
Karachi are under his control through contracts 
given to his blue-eyed contractors. 

Pakistan has been in the grips of  severe cor-
ruption for a long time. The rich get richer while 
the poor, poorer. The infrastructure of  this country 
was designed to fail and so it has; every sector 
imaginable has failed to perform and serve the cit-
izens to the best of  its abilities. 

The leaders of  all major political parties looted 
the country and the people, drying the nation until 
it collapses. While they became billionaires over a 
short course of  time owning million dollar prop-
erties and lands, in Pakistan and abroad. 

However, a recent NAB crackdown on mere 
former director-general Karachi parks whose 
yearly salary is around Rs 15 lakhs showed that 
corruption and greed run down the hierarchy and 
everyone is an opportunist waiting to fill their own 
pockets. 

According to NAB, Qaimkhani embezzled Rs 
1 billion through the fraudulent scheme. Liaquat 

Qaimkhani constructed 71 parks in a span of  20 
years that only existed on papers. He even regis-
tered fake companies that have supposedly carried 
out repair and maintenance of  these 71 ghost 
parks. 

Liaquat’s home was situated in a posh area of  
PECHS Karachi that is worth millions. The lavish 

house consisted of  unbelievable extravagance, 
from spread-out lawns to a large swimming pool 
and bathroom alone was spread over two-marla. 

NAB also recovered a large amount of  treasure 
in the form of  gold ornaments worth around 150 
million while other items recovered worth 10 mil-
lion. 

A whopping eight luxury cars were also dis-
covered parks in his residence, including weaponry 
and files of  millions of  rupees worth properties in 
Lahore and Karachi. 

The NAB recovered over 70 files related to 
properties of  Liaquat Ali Khan Qaimkhani, for-
mer Director General (DG) Parks and Horticul-
ture, along with a laptop and other important 
documents during the second raid at his residence 
in Karachi. 

Pleading innocence, the former DG Parks, 
Qaimkhani said all the drama was false and 
staged, and that he will prove all the allegations 
wrong in the court of  law. He said that he has a 
family and the family shares all the properties, and 
nothing has been gotten illegally. n
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“Liaquat’s home was situated in a posh area of Karachi that is 
worth millions. The lavish house consisted of unbelievable 
extravagance, from spread-out lawns to a large swimming pool 
and bathroom alone was spread over two-marla”
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He is drawing mere Rs 15 
lakhs annually showed that 
corruption and greed run 
down the hierarchy and 

everyone is an opportunist 
waiting to fill their 

own pockets

Qaimkhani turns 
billionaire with 
corruption money





A
 heart-wrenching incident took place in 
Larkana where a Hindu student of dental 
college was found dead in mysterious cir-
cumstances in her hostel room with a rope 

tied to her neck. She was a medical student enrolled in 
the Shaheed Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto Medical Uni-
versity (SMBBMU). She was a final year student of 
Bibi Asifa Dental College, Larkana, enrolled in Bach-
elor of Dental Surgery Programme. Nimrita Kumari 
hailed from Mirpur Mathelo, Taluka of Ghotki. Her 
parents reside in Karachi. 

According to her colleagues, they knocked at her 
door but got worried when she did not respond. Later 
on, the guard of the hostel broke the door to open it. 
Her body was found and the room was locked from in-
side. The case of  the mysterious death of  Nimrita 
Chandani Kumari took another turn after the state-
ment of her class fellow Mehran Abro. Mehran Abro 
told in his statement to police that he and Nimrita 
wanted to marry each other but our parents refused. 
Mehran Abro added that she was in love with him. 

Dr Vishal, a brother of  medical student Nimrita 
Kumari believes that his sister was murdered. He 

thinks that she has reportedly become a victim of sex-
ual harassment. Vishal said that the family has sought 
permission from the local administration for conduct-
ing a post-mortem of his sister from a private hospital 
and bearing all of the expenses. “My sister’s dead body 
was recovered at 2:00 am while she was distributing 
sweets at around 12:30 am. Can somebody tell me 
what was happened within 1.5 hours? It is not the case 
of  harassment as it usually leads to committing sui-
cide.” “I had also recorded the evidence from my cam-
era and I think it is a murder,” he expressed suspicions. 

Police arrested 32 people including the class fellows 
of Nimrita Chandani Kumari for an investigation. A 
senior processor of CMC Amar Laal told to police that 
Nimrita was upset before her death. She came to him 

and asked his help to sort out an untold issue. Profes-
sor Amar Laal added that he tried to ask her the de-
tails of that specific issue which was worrying her but 
she didn’t reveal. She was crying and asking the pro-
fessor to help her gain strength. 

Police are also investigating a man name Wasim 
Memon who was interested in Nimrita and Mehran 
Abro’s relationship.  

An Initial post-mortem report of dr Nimrita Chan-
dani Kumari was released from the office of Police sur-
geon Chnadka Medical College (CMC) hospital 

Larkana. In the provisional medical report of Dr Nim-
rita Kumari, the reason for death is mention as 
“Choke”. The marks of a sling rope were also found 
on her neck. The post-mortem report leaked on social 
media. The death of Nimrita Chandani sparked anger 
among the public. As the girl belonged to the Hindu 
minority, The Indians are trying to twist the incident 
into an anti-Pakistan campaign on social media. But 
whatever is their intention, Pakistani public seems 
angry on the death of  Nimrita and they initiated a 
campaign #JusticeForNimrita on social media. She 
was a daughter of Pakistan. 

Students, civil society activists and members of the 
Hindu community organised protests in various cities 
and demanded the government to hold a judicial probe 
into the death of Dr Nimrita. Protestors demand jus-
tice in the heinous murder with those involved suffer-
ing consequences for their actions, the protestors also 
rubbished the initial autopsy report of the incident. 

They said such incidents badly affect girls’ educa-
tion in Pakistan which needs to be curbed with iron 
hands at once and once for all. They said such inci-

dents also prove that these are part of conspiracies to 
keep girls away from getting education which must not 
be allowed to happen in future or else parent will be 
forced not to send their daughters out of homes to be-
come literate. They said that it is a pity that we should 
have qualified sons and daughters but instead we are 
getting bodies from universities and colleges. They de-
manded justice for Dr Nimrita. 

Nimrita was laid to rest in her hometown in 
Ghotki. The Hindu community in Mirpur Mathelo 
shut down their businesses and shops in order to 
mourn her death and register their protest.  

It was surprise to know that the family of dental 
student Nimrita Chandani refused to register a case on 
the demise, according to the DIG and SSP of the po-
lice station during their meeting on the matter. n 
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“Such incidents prove that these are part of conspiracies to keep 
girls away from getting education which must not be allowed to 
happen in future. It is a pity that we should have qualified sons 
and daughters but instead we are getting bodies from universities 
and colleges. People demanded justice for Dr Nimrita”
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In the provisional medical 
report of Dr Nimrita 

Kumari, the reason for 
death is mention as “Choke”. 

The marks of a sling rope 
were also found on her 

neck

People demand 
justice for Dr Nimrita



T
he auto policy 
indeed seems to 
be revolutionary 
for the automo-

bile industry and it seems 
that the monopoly of  local 
Japanese automakers will 
soon end in Pakistan. Toy-
ota, Honda, and Suzuki 
may face fierce competi-
tion as the government 
has awarded incentive-
based Greenfield Status to 
15 new automobile com-
panies. Two other compa-
nies have been awarded 
the status of  Brownfield 
Status. These companies 
are coming in with a total 
handsome amount of  
more than $1.1 billion. 

The Greenfield Status 
lets the investors or the au-
tomaker companies install 
an independent automo-
tive assembly in Pakistan 
for the production of  cars 
that are not being pro-
duced in Pakistan. 

Kia Pakistan has offi-
cially started pre-bookings 
for the all-new Picanto. 
KIA Picanto, the first car 
of  the South Korean car-
maker in the hatchback 
segment, will be available 
in two variants — the Pi-
canto Manual and Picanto 
Automatic. 

The Picanto was first 
introduced in Pakistan by 
Dewan Farooq Motors 
Limited (DFML) during 
2006 when the group was 
in financial turmoil. And 
with import duties on the 
rise, these CBU units of  
the first generation (SA) 
Picanto were quite expen-
sive hence only a handful 
of  cars went out of  the 
dealerships. 

Since Kia is bringing 
the out-gone generation 
here, chances of  being 
priced between the Wag-
onR and Cultus are there, 
but then again it would be 
interesting to see if  its of-
fered with the same level 
of  equipment that comes 
with international ver-
sions. Speculated prices are expected to range be-
tween PKR 12 lakh for the base variant to up to 
PKR 15 lakh for the fully loaded one but it an-
nounced Rs 20 lakh which high compare to Cultus 
and WagonR so let see Picanto will make room in 
the market.  

Last year, United Motors (Pvt) Limited has 
launched a new 800 CC car with price Rs 8,5000 in 
Pakistan. Bravo is a hatchback car with an 800cc 3-
cylinder water-cooled engine capable of  producing 
40 BHP and 60NM torque. 

From powered windows to digital cluster meter, 
to touch display infotainment unit to reversing cam, 
the car comes with all the things most people de-
mand from modern vehicles. 

There is no other locally assembled mini-hatch-
back as equipped as this Bravo. 

United Bravo comes with features having pow-
ered windows, rear parking camera, seat-belt warn-
ing indicator, touchscreen infotainment system, a 
wooden interior, RPM and speedometer dials etc. 

Options like power steering, central locking, and 

air-conditioner are also included in this vehicle. 
Regal Automobiles’ 800cc Prince Pearl REX7 

hatchback is ready to be launched in Pakistan at the 
end of  this year. 

In February, Hyundai Nishat unveiled a sport 

utility vehicle (SUV) – 
Santa Fe – at the launch 
of  Pakistan’s first digital 
car showroom in La-
hore’s Emporium Mall. 

The South Korean au-
tomaker posted a video 
on its official Facebook 
page showcasing the 
classy car to announce 
the opening of  the digital 
showroom. In another 
video, the launch was 
streamed live. 

“Hyundai Nishat has 
embarked on a journey 
of  change in the automo-
tive industry of  Pak-
istan,” the host said. She 
said the new car aims to 
provide a new experience 
to its users. 

Another automaker 
leading Chinese automo-
bile manufacturer 
Changan, in collabora-
tion with the Master 
Group, is set to kick-start 
commercial production 
of  passenger buses and 
cargo trucks in Pakistan 
soon. 

Here’s the list of  15 
companies that availed 
Greenfield Status under 
ADP: Al-Futtaim Auto-
motive Pakistan (Pvt) 
Ltd, Sazgar Engineering 
Works Ltd, Kia Lucky 
Motors Pakistan Ltd, 
Foton, JW Auto Park 
(Pvt) Ltd, Regal Auto 
Mobile Industries (Pvt), 
United Motors (Pvt) Ltd, 
Master Motors Ltd, Pak 
China Motors (Pvt) Lim-
ited, Hyundai Nishat 
Motors (Pvt) Ltd, Khalid 
Mushtaq Motors (Pvt) 
Ltd, Topsun Motors and 
Engineering Services 
(Pvt) Ltd, Khalid and 
Khalid Holdings (Ptv) 
Ltd and Hanteng Motors 
Company (Pvt) Ltd. 

Similarly, old auto 
companies are investing 
to revive their non-func-
tional units. Dewan Fa-
rooque Motors and 
Ghandhara Nissan Ltd 
have availed Brownfield 

Status with their plans to receive an incentive from 
the government and possibly regain their market 
share. 

It is worth noting that the ADP is an investor-
friendly policy aimed at making Pakistan’s automo-
tive industry competitive with the production of  
more locally-assembled/manufactured cars. If  the 
policy goes as planned, consumers will have more 
choices and value for money. The incoming cars 
may raise the bar for present companies with better 
quality, safety and environmental standards. 

European auto manufacturers – German Volk-
swagen and French Renault – have been rather on 
the slower side with their investment, as compared 
to several other new entrants. 

Renault has already acquired land at M-3 Indus-
trial City in special economic zone of  Faisalabad 
back in June 2018, to establish its assembly plant but 
since then, everything seems to be in a standstill po-
sition.  There is a no different story in case of  Volk-
swagen, who is yet to get the possession of  the land 
for its assembly plant in Karachi. n 

“Toyota, Honda, and Suzuki may face fierce competition as the 
government has awarded incentive-based Greenfield Status to 15 
new automobile companies. Two other companies have been 
awarded the status of Brownfield Status. These companies are 
coming in with a total handsome amount of more than $1.1 billion”

United Motors has 
launched Bravo 800 CC 

car. Kia Pakistan has 
officially launched all-new 

Picanto. Regal Automobiles 
to be launch Prince Pearl 

REX7 while Hyundai Nishat 
unveiled a sport utility 

vehicle (SUV) 

Automobile industry on 
the rise despite of sales 
plunge in Pakistan
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P
rime Minister Narendra Modi addressed the 
74th session of the United Nations General 
Assembly in New York City. He spoke about 
danger of  a nuclear war breaking out over 

Occupied Kashmir, warned the world against terror-
ism and gave a message of harmony, peace and mul-
tilateralism. 

India and Pakistan came close to a conflict in Feb-
ruary when India bombed Pakistani territory for the 
first time in a half  century and warplanes from both 
countries fought a dogfight over the divided region. 

Tensions were defused when Pakistan returned a 
downed Indian pilot. But they have grown again since 
India revoked a constitutional clause that endowed 
semi-autonomous status on the part of Kashmir under 
its control in August. India moved hundreds of thou-
sands of  troops to the region and carried out thou-
sands of arrests. 

Khan said the move was driven by the Hindu na-
tionalist ideology of the Indian prime minister, Naren-
dra Modi, whom he called a “fascist”. 

The Muslim-majority territory is currently under 
heightened security, while mobile and internet serv-
ices have been cut, but Khan predicted a popular back-
lash once such measures are lifted. 

“They’ll come out on the streets. What happens 
then?” Khan told journalists at the UN general as-
sembly. He pointed to the presence of  a 900,000-
strong Indian force there currently enforcing security. 

“I fear there will be a massacre and things will start 
to go out of control,” the Pakistani leader said. 

“My main reason for coming here was to meet 
world leaders at the UN and speak about this. We are 
heading for a potential disaster of proportions that no 
one here realises,” Khan said. “It is the only time since 
the Cuban crisis that two nuclear-armed countries are 
coming face to face. We did come to face to face in 
February.” 

Khan has vowed to defend Pakistani territory but 
has also expressed fear of an uncontrolled escalation. 
He spoke on Wednesday about his dilemma on being 
told of the Indian air strikes. 

“In February, my army chief calls me up and the 

air force chief, [saying] that Indian jets have come and 
bombed Pakistan territory. What do we do? What do 
we do?” Khan said. “Should I – should we – have to 
make that choice.” 

He said he had expressed his fears in conversations 
this week with Donald Trump, Angela Merkel, Em-
manuel Macron and Boris Johnson. 

Trump has offered to mediate, but only if  both 
Pakistan and India agree. India has been resistant to 
outside mediation, and Modi has presented his actions 
in Indian-controlled Kashmir as essential to counter 
separatism and terrorism, which he accuses Pakistan 
of fomenting. 

But Khan has faced an uphill task. Trump has be-
come a close political ally of Modi, even appearing as 
the Indian prime minister’s guest last Sunday at a 
Texas rally of some Indian Americans. But on Mon-
day, Trump described some of  Modi’s rhetoric as 
“very aggressive”. 

“I have tried my best,” Khan said. “What options 
do we have? What do we do? Do we just wait for this 
nightmare scenario to unfold and hope that nothing 
happens.” 

In Kashmir, residents are watching the develop-
ments at the UN closely. “I hope the UN does some-
thing that helps Kashmir otherwise generations of our 
sacrifices will be ruined,” said Mohammad Ramzan, 
who lives in Pulwama, south Kashmir. 

“At least my generation saw good days and also 

the bad days. But I fear for the future of my sons and 
daughters,” he said as he visited his son in Srinagar, 
Kashmir’s main city. “We are now caught between an 
abyss and a fire,” he said. 

In parts of south Kashmir, which has been the epi-
centre of  new generation of  anti-India insurgents, 
local residents said militants had asked for a complete 
shutdown until Friday’s meeting, when Khan and 
Modi are both expected to address the annual session 
in New York. 

“We are not sure if  the militants have actually said 
it or not, but no one is willing to take a risk,” added 
Ramzan. Shops in South Kashmir remain shut and 
roads mostly empty. 

Some are sceptical that the UN meeting will lead 
to progress. “I don’t think anything will happen. At 
the end it is our fight, no one else will come to fight it,” 
said a shopkeeper in Srinagar, who asked to remain 
anonymous. 

Meanwhile, Khan said he had been asked by both 
the US and Saudi Arabia to act as a mediator with 
Iran. 

“President Trump asked me and also Prince Mo-
hammed bin Salman asked me to speak to the Irani-
ans, and we are trying our best that this should not 
develop into a conflict,” Khan said. “The good thing 
about President Trump is that I feel he’s not a pro-war 
person, although I can see that there are others who 
are egging him on. But his instinct, quite rightly is not 
for war ... I think that’s very admirable.” n 
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“My main reason for coming here was to meet world leaders at the UN and speak about this. 
We are heading for a potential disaster of proportions that no one here realises,” Khan said. “It 
is the only time since the Cuban crisis that two nuclear-armed countries are coming face to 
face. We did come to face to face in February.”
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Khan said the move was 
driven by the Hindu 

nationalist ideology of the 
Indian prime minister, 

Narendra Modi, whom he 
called a “fascist”

PM warns of nuclear war over 
Occupied Kashmir





A
 former English teacher, Jack Ma, turns 
55, officially stepped down as group 
chairman of  Alibaba on September 10, 
2019 at a function to mark the 20th an-

niversary of  Alibaba Group in Hangzhou and hand-
ing over the position to the company CEO Daniel 
Zhang. 

A stadium packed with over 60,000 employees 
waving internet-connected flashing wristbands. Jack 
Ma in a bejeweled leather jacket sporting an orange 
guitar and singing to thunderous applause.  

Here are excerpts of  his last remarks as Alibaba 
chairman: 

“I was very touched by the performances on the 
stage just now. I really didn’t expect the day [of  step-
ping down] that I’ve been waiting for over 10 years 
would come so soon, and so nicely. This is thanks to 
everyone that has helped the company grow, all of  
Alibaba’s employees and friends, the great era, the 
country, and this incredible city! I found people at 
Alibaba are becoming so good in terms of  holding 
events—it might be difficult to find another com-
pany that can do big events so professionally like us. 
Lots of  people thought Alibaba was a company fo-
cused on holding performances, but this is in line 
with our company values: we work hard, and play 
hard. This kind of  celebration has been held for 18 
years, I hope we will bring the world more excite-
ment when Alibaba celebrates its 30th birthday. 

15 years ago, we set the target for Alibaba to be 
able to last for 102 years, stretching three centuries. 

I have since been thinking: how could we achieve 
this? Lots of  people treat company targets just as 
empty slogans, however, we at Alibaba know we 
need to have faith in this goal to make it become re-
ality.  

Today does not mark my retirement, but rather 
the beginning of  the succession scheme at Alibaba. 
Today is not about a personal choice, but the suc-
cess of  the company’s system. The world today is 
experiencing lots of  fundamental changes that have 
been affecting everyone. Challenges arise from glob-
alization, anxieties caused by new technologies and 
trade tensions between China and the US, as well as 

the worsening natural environment, these are all de-
livering one signal: which is that a new era is com-
ing soon. All the pains and confusion we have today, 
I reckon they are just temporary problems we have. 

In the future, there are three major goals tech-

nology should address: sustainable growth, inclu-
siveness and benefit others. If  technologies could not 
achieve these goals, then the world will just become 
more chaotic. All the pain, however, can only be re-
solved by changing oneself, not through changing 
others. Lots of  people say I always look at things 
from a very broad perspective, from the perspective 
of  the whole humanity, but I didn’t do that inten-
tionally. 

In the 21st century, no matter what kind of  a per-
son you are or what institution you work for, kind-
ness is the strongest power. There were lots of  
people saying I had really good luck, but actually the 
mistakes Alibaba made were no fewer than other 
firms. But we’ve also made many right decisions, 
mostly because we did not make them purely out of  
business considerations. All the critical decisions we 
made in the past 2o years were not about money. 

China has a really good chance. Not many coun-
tries have such a huge population, unified business 
infrastructure….The biggest opportunity lies in 
China’s domestic demand. As long as the demand 
develops well, not only the Chinese economy, but 
also the global economy could be lifted. However to 
spur the growth of  this demand relies not on gov-
ernment measures but rather a market-oriented 
economy. 

Today, we Chinese people are highly confident. 
However the world views us in a different light. It is 
afraid of  China, our technology and our strong com-
panies. I think technology should be good, bringing 
people hope rather than desperation. I also hope Al-
ibaba can partake in the new wave of  globalization 
in the future, helping companies worldwide to sell 
their goods and give them financial support…. 

I once had chance to visit the Royal Observatory, 
Greenwich. And I could not find the sun or the 
earth in the whole Milky Way…at that exact mo-
ment I started to feel: We are just nobody…There 
are so many things in the world that I’d like to ex-
perience, and there are also so many not so nice and 
right things that I would also like to tackle. 

I quit the CEO role in 2013, but I didn’t expect to 
be even busier for the past six years than before I 
quit. Quitting the role as chairman, likewise, does 
not mean I am retiring. I will not stop, and Alibaba 
is just one of  my many dreams. 

There are many more places that I’d like to visit, 
while I would like to do more in the fields of  edu-
cation, environmental protection and public welfare. 

After today, I will start a new chapter of  my life. 
As a person that loves liveliness as much as me, I 
would not want to retire and leave the playground 
at such a young age. I just want to switch to another 
universe to have fun. Just as the mountains stay lush 
and water keeps flowing, we are bound to meet 
again sometime in future! n 
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“Ma, once an English teacher but now the richest man in China 
with a net worth of nearly $40 billion, delivered an emotional 
speech to the packed venue, tearing up at times as he bid 
farewell to the company he founded with a group of friends out 
of a tiny apartment in Hangzhou in 1999”
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T
he Federal 
Board of  Rev-
enue has 
launched a drive 

against major jewellers of  
Islamabad who are not 
part of  the tax net. No-
tices were sent to the jew-
ellers. Unregistered 
jewellers have been di-
rected by the FBR to get 
their sales tax registration 
done. 

The jewellers have 
been asked to submit 
complete details of  their 
business, including their 
CNIC number and con-
tact number. FBR has 
started a survey to detect 
the actual income of  
renowned jewellers shops 
in various cities. 

Sources told Flare 
that during this survey, 
FBR teams have prepared 
a list of  300 jewellers 
who are earning in bil-
lions but avoiding to pay 
taxes willfully. Sources 
said that these jewellers 
are using “parchi” system 
instead of  bank channels 
for cash transactions.  

Sources said that the 
FBR received informa-
tion that some jewellers 
of  Lahore are using ille-
gal channels for cash 
transactions. During ini-
tial stages FBR teams 
faced many hurdles, 
while FBR teams also 
take excise department 
and Lahore Development 
Authority help to find 
those jewellers who are 
willfully avoiding to pay-
ing taxes according to 
their real income. 
Sources told that after 
completion of  secret sur-
vey, FBR will compare 
their tax returns with 
their original income. 

Meanwhile, the Fed-
eral Tax Ombudsman 
(FTO)  Mushtaq 
Sukhera, has directed the Federal Investigation 
Agency (FIA) to initiate criminal proceedings 
against those involved in a scam of  fraudulently 
importing and exporting gold worth over Rs5 bil-
lion. 

According to media, Sukhera wrote to the di-
rector general of  the FIA, that the Federal Board 
of  Revenue (FBR) should order its chief  collector 
North, Central and Enforcement South to initiate 
departmental inquiries against officers involved in 
the scandal, which has caused a huge loss to the 
national exchequer. 

Sukhera directs that disciplinary action should 
be taken against those found involved in the ille-
gal import and export, in violation of  SRO 266(1) 
2001 and SRO 760(1)2013 under the custom’s 
rules. 

In a separate letter, the ombudsman also asked 
the ministry for commerce to constitute a com-
mittee comprising of  representatives from the 
State Bank, the FBR and the Trade Development 
Authority (TDAP) to review the relevant laws 
governing the import and export of  gold, such as 
the gold jewellery and gemstones order 2001, and 
the precious metals jewellery and gemstones order 
2013, to plug its loopholes. The report, he writes, 

should be presented in 45 days. 
Those privy to the development, tell Geo.tv, 

that Sukhera has separately taken notice of  the 
fake export of  gold, jewellery and gemstones by 
private companies in the country. Moreover, cus-
toms collectors in Peshawar and Karachi were 
found involved in money laundering through gold 
export and misstating the export of  gold. 

According to details, 22 cases were identified 
from the Peshawar customs collectorate of  ille-
gally importing and exporting gold and other pre-
cious stones worth more than Rs1.36 billion. 
While in Karachi, 249 incidents of  major fraud of  
gold worth Rs48 billion were uncovered.  Several 
private companies were also found involved in the 

sham export of  gold 
worth Rs18.23 billion. 

Further, a rebate of  
Rs6.69 was claimed on 
the export of  gold, which 
was never undertaken. 
The ombudsman in his 
judgement observed that 
five exporters were re-
peatedly failed to remit 
foreign exchange. “It is 
rather strange that the 
Collectorates have failed 
to recover the adjudged 
amount of  fine imposed 
against the clearing 
agents, who were other-
wise licensee of  the de-
partment,” Sukhera 
wrote. He also ques-
tioned why their depart-
ments have not initiated 
a process to recover the 
money. 

On the other hand, 
the government of  Pun-
jab has decided to bring 
the online car dealers 
and sellers in the tax net 
similar to how show-
rooms in the province 
are treated. 

Punjab Finance Min-
ister Hashim Jawan 
Bakht stated this while 
chairing a meeting along 
with Punjab Minister for 
Trade Mian Aslam Iqbal, 
Excise and Taxation Min-
ister Hafiz Mumtaz and 
the office-bearers of  La-
hore Car Dealer Associa-
tion here on Wednesday. 

During the meeting, 
the ministers listened to 
the problems faced by the 
LCDA and agreed to re-
duce the return filing du-
ration for car dealers. He 
said the taxation system 
was being completely au-
tomated and that a mo-
bile application was being 
launched soon specifi-
cally for filing returns. 

The minister added 
that online car dealers 
and sellers would also be 

brought into the tax net, as the government was 
being updated with modern technologies, while 
the federal government introduced e-commerce, 
which was being implemented in the province as 
well. The minister clarified that Punjab Revenue 
Authority (PRA) had imposed Punjab General 
Sales Tax only on the commission of  car dealers 
and assured the car dealers of  seriously consider-
ing their demands by making the PRA’s complaint 
cell effective. 

He also assured that the issues of  the car deal-
ers will be taken up at the provincial and federal 
platforms to resolve their grievances. 

Punjab Excise and Taxation Minister Hafiz 
Mumtaz briefed the meeting about the delay in 
computerized number plates was due to legal is-
sues, while the issues of  smart cards will be re-
solved soon.  

The car dealers association’s representatives 
thanked the ministers for paying attention to their 
problems. LCDA President Shahzada Saleem 
Khan said that the dealers were paying taxes under 
different heads, however, there was a need to re-
solve system problems, besides bringing the online 
car dealers like OLX and Pakwheels, etc. into the 
tax net. n 
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Sources said that the FBR 
received information that 

some jewellers of Lahore are 
using illegal channels for 

cash transactions

“The jewellers have been asked to submit complete details of 
their businesses, including their CNIC number and contact 

number. FBR has started a survey to detect the actual income 
of renowned jewellers shops in various cities”

FBR starts crackdown 
against jewellers





A
fter the tragic incident, the government 
should ban TikTok app causing casu-
alty, unproductivity and immoral activ-
ities that a great threat to Pakistani 

culture. It is destroying the youth and forcing them 
to be selfish. TikTok have banned in India, 
Bangladesh, Malaysia and Indonesia for the same. 

The youth particularly girls have engaged to 
produce their own videos without thinking that 
these videos are against the principals of  Islam 
and conspiracy against religion. Nowadays, the 
youth made thousands of  videos on Islamic schol-
ars and viral on the social media. 

In a quite sad turn of  events, TikTok star 
Daniyal Khan passed away in a road accident 
while filming at Islamabad Expressway near I/8 
Interchange. The 20-year old social media 
celebrity was accompanied by his three friends 
identified as Danial, Usama, and Adnan. A video 
went viral on the internet, which is purportedly of  
Daniyal Khan driving a car before it rams into a 
dumper and overturns. 

Police claimed that three people died on the 
spot while the fourth was taken to the Pakistan In-
stitute of  Medical Sciences (PIMS) where he also 
succumbed to his injuries. 

Daniyal, a popular TikTok star had a fan fol-
lowing of  over 0.2 million on the video-sharing 
app. The tragic news of  his death spread like wild-
fire leaving the fans and friends shook. 

Daniyal Khan followers took to Twitter to 
mourn his untimely death. Fans were shocked to 
hear about the unfortunate accident. They ex-
pressed sadness at the unfortunate death of  their 
favorite star. 

They were rather shocked to hear the news of  
his untimely demise. Our hearts felt condolences 
to Daniyal, his friends families. They pray that the 
almighty gives their families the strength to with-
stand this tragic moment. May their souls rest in 
peace. 

I appeal to the parents to watch their children 
activities and keep vigilant on their wrongdoings 
to avoid such incidents.  

In the recent past, there have been many cases 
where people have hurt themselves very seriously 
while making videos for TikTok. Some of  these se-
rious injuries even resulted in deaths. 

The most recent case that was noted took 
place. A 19-year-old boy, Salman Zakir, was acci-
dentally shot by his friend Sohail in the cheek 
while trying to make a TikTok video in New 
Delhi. The shooting ultimately resulted in the 
death of  Salman and his other two friends were ar-
rested for the incident. 

A college student from Tamil Nadu died as his 
scooter rammed into a bus. Three students, Surya, 
Reagan, and Vignesh were having a joyride on a 
scooter while one of  the pavilion riders was mak-
ing a TikTok video. It is evident in the video that 
the bike lost balance and smashed into a bus re-
sulting in the death of  one of  the three. 

In a tragic incident, a 20-year-old woman from 
Karnataka lost her life while filming a clip for Tik 
Tok. The incident took place in Kolar, 75 km away 
from Bengaluru. 

20-year-old Mala, a final year BA student, died 
after falling into a farm pond while trying to enact 
a scene from a movie in Kolar district’s Vedagiri. 
Her father told the police that the incident oc-
curred when she went out to get cattle fodder. 

One more TikTok incident, that was way more 
disturbing and hair raising took place in Indian 
Punjab. While trying to make a TikTok video, a 

man lost his life in the accident. In the video, a 
farmer is seen trying to get on a moving tractor 
which has a cultivator attached to it. The man's 
foot slips and instead of  climbing on the tractor he 
ends up under the tire of  the tractor and ultimately 
dying under the cultivator machine. 

Another case that happened in Chennai, come 
to mind. While trying to make a TikTok video for 
a song, a man was pretending to slit his throat with 
a knife. However, the man accidentally ends up re-
ally sliting his throat. Shocked at his own mistake, 
the video ends with the man holding his throat 
with one hand and trying to stop the recording 
with another hand. TikTok also came under bad 
light in October 2018, when an app user V. Kalai-
yarasan committed suicide. Kalaiyarasan, a resi-
dent of  Vyasarpady in Chennai used to release 
videos in women's clothes on his TikTok account. 
The backlash on those videos by his TikTok fol-
lowers became so harsh that Kalaiyarasan ended 
up committing suicide. n 
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“In a quite sad turn of events, TikTok star Daniyal Khan passed 
away in a road accident while filming at Islamabad Expressway 
near I/8 Interchange. The 20-year old social media celebrity 
was accompanied by his three friends”
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Govt should ban 
TikTok app after tragic 
incident

In the recent past, there 
have been many cases 

where people have hurt 
themselves very seriously 

while making videos for Tik-
Tok. Some of these 

serious injuries even 
resulted in deaths



M
any people are unaware about the fact 
that Pakistan has a history of emerging 
talents of  visual artists and game de-
velopers. The digital era is advancing 

vastly and so is the youth of  Pakistan. The current 
generation is taking initiatives for development of the 
local gaming industry as well as creating names in the 
field of visual effects on international level. Be it de-
veloping a mobile app or 3D designing, Pakistani 
youth is proficient when it comes to animation and 
gaming. There are a number of animation companies 
and gaming studios, mainly in Karachi, Lahore and 
Islamabad that are taking the animation industry by 
storm. Animation in Pakistan is currently riding on 
two key factors - a large base of highly skilled labor, 
and low cost of  production. The industry is gaining 
prominence steadily, several important factors such as 
the government role in supporting the animation in-
dustry, and producing original content locally. 

In recent years, Pakistan has witnessed an un-
precedented growth in animation startups and with 
the release of animation movies like Burka Avenger 
and 3 Bahadur, the talent has only begun to unleash it-
self. GameDotPlay, produced the first ever Kinect 
Cricket Game in the world. The technology power-
house TkXel also has a gaming arm in its company 
named ‘Nutty Apps’ which produces fun mobile 
games and Creativesip is doing some amazing work in 
3D and animation for European and Dubai-based 
clients. Yes, the Pakistani creative industry has a high 
demand internationally. 

Did you know that the main title animation se-
quence that plays before every episode of  Game of  
Thrones, has been produced by Hameed Shaukat,who 
is a US-born Pakistani. 

But the demand for such animation solutions is 
growing locally too. Because of  the deregulation of 
media services in Pakistan, TV channels have grown 
at an unprecedented rate and all of  them require the 
services of the animation industry in the form content 
for advertising, and entertainment. 

The first Pakistani movie to cross the million-dol-
lar mark, ‘Waar’, used a lot of visual effects and ani-
mations in its sequences. Safeguard and Dettol uses a 
lot of  animated characters in its television commer-
cials too. More and more consumer goods companies 
are now jumping onto the bandwagon and require an-
imation ads for marketing their products. This means 
that there is a lot of  unexplored opportunity in the 
market. So especially for those seeking a college 
major, next time someone tells you to be a doctor or 
an engineer to earn a stable income, throw this in their 
face. Well not literally, of course. 

The government support should be manifested in 
recognition of  the services, functions and capability 
of the industry to serve its local as well as foreign mar-
kets. Not only could the industry gain support via 
recognition, but through financial support as well as in 
the form of funding the purchase of software’s which 
are highly expensive. Training of  manpower is also 
highly needed and recommended. 

Pakistan has full potential of  fetching precious 
forex of $1 billion every year through promotion of 

animation industry that is full-fledge entertainment in-
dustry world over having export potential of $260 bil-
lion. China's animation industry has been progressing 
apace over the recent years, with its output value surg-
ing from RMB88.2 billion in 2013 to RMB174.7 bil-
lion in 2018 and expectedly outnumbering RMB200 
billion in 2019 and standing at RMB375 billion by 
2025. The output value of  animation is largely con-
tributed by the upstream content market and the 
downstream derivative market, of which the market 
of derivatives hit about RMB76.4 billion in 2017, dou-
bling that of the former. In Japan, the market size of 
derivatives is generally 8-10 times that of  the broad-
cast market, indicating great growth potentiality of  
Chinese animation derivative market. 

Users' habit of paying for animation content is still 
being cultivated. In 2018, paid works accounted for 
22% of  the top 50 animation works on air by view. 
Joint broadcast and exclusive broadcast of premium 
content shared the paid head content, 71% of which 
was covered by iQIYI that performed well in the ani-
mation payment field. In the future, animation will be 
integrated into the paid content along with dramas 
and movies. China is only Asian country that domi-
nated in animation industry. Herman Van Eyken, 

President Asia-Pacific Animation Association said: 
“The size of  China's animation industry is mind-
blowing for someone who is not acquainted with 
China, and so is the quality.” 

Based on his experience with some Chinese com-
panies and universities he was impressed with the high 
quality of the Chinese industry and its techniques in 
animation production, he said. 

“There have been some very good and successful 
animation stories produced in China in the past, but 
they might not have gone beyond China,” said Van 
Eyken, who is also head of Gri th University’s Film 
School in Brisbane, Australia. “Now China is looking 
outside and trying to respond to that.” 

Van Eyken said it is an advantage for Chinese an-
imation to remain authentic, but it is also a challenge 
for these stories to be globally recognised. 

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the world's 
first animation film, was released in 1937. Four years 
later, the Wan Brothers screened the first Chinese an-
imation feature, Princess Iron Fan, a fictional charac-
ter from the Chinese classic Journey to the West. 
Princess Iron Fan, which highlighted the Chinese style 
of animation, laid the foundation for China's anima-
tion industry. n 

“The government support should be manifested in recognition 
of the services, functions and capability of the animation 
industry to serve its local as well as foreign markets. Not only 
could the industry gain support via recognition, but through 
financial support as well as in the form of funding the purchase 
of software’s which are highly expensive”

Pakistan to fetch 
billion of dollar 
through promotion of 
animation industry

The global animation 
market is still firmly 

dominated by the United 
States and Japan, followed 

by South Korea that springs 
up. The global animation 

output value approximates 
$250 billion, and records as 
much as $500 billion or so 
if peripheral products are 

taken into account
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Y
iwu is most influential & effective fair for 
daily consumer goods in China. This event 
is going to be held from 21-25 October 
2019 at Yiwu International Expo Center. 

Yiwu has been held since 1995. The Yiwu Fair is one 
of  the largest, most productive commodities fair in 
China. It has been honored as “Best Management 
Fairs in China”, “Best Outcome Exhibition”, “Top 
Ten Exhibitions in China”, “Best Fair sponsored by 
the government” and “Most Influential Brand Fairs.  

China Cultural Fair is held in Yiwu, a city owns 
the world largest consumer goods wholesale market 
which has a business area of 5.5 million square me-
ters, accommodates 75,000 booths, and sells more 
than 1.8 millions kinds of consumer goods, including 
about 50,000 kinds from 83 other countries and re-
gions. The annual flow of  foreign merchants to the 
city is over 400,000. More than 13,000 overseas mer-
chants from over 100 countries and regions are resid-
ing in Yiwu. Yiwu has built the national first-class 
International Expo Center on a total construction area 
of  330,000 square meters, which can provide more 
than 7,000 international standard indoor booths. With 
its complete facilities, more than 150 exhibition events 
are held every year. 

Yiwu market consist of 05 district of international 
trade mart and two other markets Yiwu international 
production materials market and Huangyuan garment 
market with bunch of  variety of the commodities like: 
artificial flowers, components for artificial flowers, 
stuffed toys, ordinary toys, electric toys, inflatable toys, 
hair ornament, jewellery & accessories, festive handi-
crafts, decorative handicrafts, tourist handicrafts, 
photo frames, components for accessories, porcelain 
& crystals, umbrellas, ponchos/ packaging, suitcase 
& bags, locksets, products for electrical engineering, 
hardware tools & fittings, kitchen & bathroom hard-
ware, small household appliances, telecommunication 
equipment, clocks & watches, electric instrument , 
photographic, apparatus, batteries, lamps, flashlights, 
boutique bags & suitcases, electronic products, hard-
ware electric appliances, spring festival pictures, wall 
calendars and couplets, pens & ink/ paper products, 
glasses, sports equipment, sports and leisure products, 

educational toys, buttons, zippers, clothing acces-
sories, mirrors and combs, cosmetics, auxiliary mate-
rials and parts, cultural and sports goods, office 
supplies & stationery, printed pictures, leggings, socks, 
hats, gloves and mittens, other knitted and cotton 
goods, general merchandise, towels, woolen yarn, 
neckties, shoes, lace, threads & strings, bras & under-
wear, scarves, belts, printed pictures, food and health 
food, clothes, shoes, hats, general merchandise, jew-
ellery, accessories and handicrafts, African and Asean 
products, other imports, wedding supplies, bedding, 
diy handicrafts, imported goods(exhibition center), 
knitted textiles, raw materials for knitting, curtain fab-
ric, car accessories, automobile & motorcycle parts, 
pet (aquatic) products, commodities distribution, e-
commerce service, leather raw materials, lamps, food 

processing machinery (hotel supplies) hard, electric 
tools, printing and packaging machinery, jeans & 
trousers, men’s wear, women’s dress, sweater, pajamas, 
children’s clothes, sportswear etc. 

China Yiwu International Commodities Fair ex-
hibits a wide range of consumer goods which are es-
sential in the respective day to day life. The main 
objective of this show is to bring rapid growth to the 
companies who are exhibiting their range in this show. 
This event serves as a perfect platform for the Chinese 

as well as other foreign companies to widen the mar-
keting networks and build new contacts with a huge 
number of the audience coming from different parts 
of the world. China Yiwu International Commodities 
Fair will bring in the participation of the manufactur-
ers, exporters and decision makers who will interact 
with the attendees and get into business dealings with 
them. This event is the perfect place where the atten-
dees can know about the various innovations made in 
the sector. 

A visiting delegation from a supply Chain Man-
agement Company Limited from Yiwu International 
Trade City of Zhejiang Province of China M/s. Zhe-
jiang Eman was offering free display of Pakistani com-
modities at the Pakistan Pavilion in China. The 
Company directed Pakistani traders should provide 
samples of their products so that the company could 
arrange their free display in China. They considered 
that Pakistan is integral part of Belt and Road Project 
and CPEC is a mega project which has open new av-
enues and enhanced trade activities and opportunities 
in Pakistan. 

It is good opportunity for Pakistani businessmen to 
penetrate Chinese market for exports, otherwise other 
countries would capture market share in China. China 
had implemented a preferential tariff  on 313 Pakistani 
products and Pakistani exporters should fully capi-
talise on that concession. The economists opined that 
the preferential tariff  by the Chinese government on 
313 Pakistani goods would help improve the trade bal-
ance between the two countries. The exporters should 
avail the golden opportunity and capture their places 
in one of the biggest Chinese markets in Yiwu City to 
flourish their exports. This fair is to be very construc-
tive for Pakistani importers and as well as exporters. 

It is honoured for Pakistan that a businessman, 
Muhammad Arif, is first Pakistani citizen to be 
awarded first class work permit for five years by the 
Exit-Entry Administration of  the Bureau of  Yiwu's 
Municipal Public Security Bureau under the new visa 
policy. Before this new visa policy, traders were only is-
sued one year's visa. Muhammad Arif  is living with 
his family in Yiwu city in Zhejiang province where he 
imports Pakistani goods. n 
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“The exporters should avail the golden opportunity and capture their places in one of the 

biggest Chinese markets in Yiwu City to flourish their exports. This fair is to be very 

constructive for Pakistani importers and as well as exporters”
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This event is going to be 
held from 21-25 October 

2019 at Yiwu International 
Expo Center. Yiwu has been 

held since 1995. The Yiwu 
Fair is one of the largest, 

most productive commodi-
ties fair in China

China offers free display of Pak 
commodities at Yiwu Fair





A
mbassador of  Uzbekistan Furqat Sidikov 
hosted a colorful reception to mark 28th 
anniversary of  the Independence of  
Uzbekistan. Omar Ayub Khan Federal 

Minister for Petroleum was the chief  guest while a 
large number of  guests hailing from various walks of  
life attended the reception. 

The embassy also established special kiosks where 
various Uzbek products were exhibited. A kiosk dis-
playing fruits from Uzbekistan got special attention 
of the guests. Even the chief  guest could not resist the 
temptation and went straight to the fruit stall after na-
tional anthems and cake cutting ceremony. The 
Uzbek ambassador gave a guided tour to the minister 
and briefed him about various Uzbek delicacies. 

Likewise, dry fruit stall was yet another attraction 
for the visitors. Different kinds of  dry fruit packed in 
small boxes lured attention of  audience, majority of 
them picked more than one boxes to enjoy the Uzbek 
delight to the full. Uzbekistan ranks top among the 
Central Asian countries when it comes to develop-

ment particularly in religious tourism and trans-
portation infrastructure. The new Uzbek government 
is committed to promote religious tourism and after 
government’s concerted efforts number of people vis-
iting Uzbekistan for religious tourism has increased 
manifold. 

Even from Pakistan a great influx of  tourists 
heads to Uzbekistan on daily basis for religious as 

well other tourism attractions. Direct flights from La-
hore to Uzbekistan have made it easy for the tourists 
of  both countries to commute regularly. 

Uzbekistan’s agriculture sector is yet another 
sphere where the country has made progress by 
leaps and bounds. Uzbek embassy in Islamabad 
has held a number of  road shows exhibiting Uzbek 
potential in the agriculture field. Pakistan and 
Uzbekistan are in close contact to promote and 
strengthen bilateral cooperation in agriculture 
field. Pakistan can increase its cotton yield to a 
great extent by using Uzbek machinery, which 
happens to be the best in the world. 

Prime Minister Imran Khan extended greetings 
to President Shavkat Mirziyoyev and the people of  
Uzbekistan on the 28th independence day of  their 
country celebrated. 

“On behalf  of  the people of  Pakistan and my-
self, I extend our warm wishes to the president and 
the people of  Uzbekistan on their 28th independ-
ence day,” the prime minister said in a tweet. n 
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“The new Uzbek government is committed to promote religious tourism and after 
government’s concerted efforts number of people visiting Uzbekistan for religious 
tourism has increased manifold”
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Prime Minister Imran Khan 
extended greetings to 

President Shavkat 
Mirziyoyev and the people 
of Uzbekistan on the 28th 
independence day of their 

country celebrated





T
he global smartphone giant and one of the 
pioneers of  mobile AI & 5G technology, 
Vivo has announced Fahad Mustafa as its 
first Brand Ambassador in Pakistan.  

Being a young brand Vivo’s products are always 
targeted at the youth, who are most passionate about 
the latest innovative features & Fahad being a youth 
icon in Pakistan is a perfect match for the brand.  

Capturing the essence and true spirit of  brand 
Vivo, Fahad Mustafa will soon be seen in a full-
fledged marketing campaign around the upcoming 

products and will feature in a new TV commercial. 
Speaking on the announcement, Zohair Chohan, 

Brand Manager for Vivo in Pakistan said: “We are 
thrilled about the possibilities that our partnership 
with one of  Pakistan’s top celebrity will open up. 
Fahad’s persona mirrors the values of versatility and 
innovation that we steadfastly follow at Vivo. This 
new association will enable us to explore newer av-
enues to reach our customers as we script our future 
growth strategy in Pakistan.” 

Commenting on his association with Vivo, 

Fahad Mustafa said: “Vivo is a brand that embodies 
the spirit of  innovation and in very short span of  
time Vivo has created a meaningful disruption in the 
smartphone industry. I am super excited to be a part 
of  this young brand and to play my role in Vivo’s 
transformative journey in Pakistan.” 

This announcement comes ahead of  Vivo’s 
planned launch of the flagship V17 Pro in Pakistan 
on 10th of  October 2019. It is going to be world’s 
First Smartphone with 32MP dual pop-up selfie 
camera and 6 AI cameras in total.  
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“Zohair Chohan, Brand Manager for Vivo in Pakistan said we are thrilled about the 
possibilities that our partnership with one of Pakistan’s top celebrity will open up. Fahad’s 
persona mirrors the values of versatility and innovation that we steadfastly follow at Vivo”
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Vivo ropes in Fahad Mustafa as 
its first Pakistani Brand Ambassador

V
ivo has launched the 4GB variant of its pop-
ular S-series smartphone, the Vivo S1 in 
Pakistan at the amazing price of Rs. 35,999. 
This variant is offered with similar specs to 

the previous except the change in RAM capacity.  
After a week-long pre-order campaign, the new S1 

is now available in all major markets of Pakistan and 
customers can also buy it online from the Vivo flagship 
store at Daraz. Commenting on the launch, Brand & 
PR Manager for Vivo Pakistan Zohair Chohan said: 
“Vivo S1 brings the latest innovations including the 
fastest In-Display Fingerprint Scanning and a brilliant 
32MP AI selfie camera at the most affordable price. 
This consumer-friendly pricing strategy shows our 
commitment to provide the best products that every 
Pakistani smartphone enthusiast can buy.” 

Super AMOLED Halo FullView™ Display: S1 
features Halo FullView™ Display with a high screen-
to-body ratio. The perfect symmetry provides a fantas-
tic visual effect. A 16.20cm (6.38 inch) Super 
AMOLED Display with a 19.5:9 aspect ratio and the 

screen-to-body ratio of 89.98% allow you to enjoy a 
full view without boundaries.  

Always On Display: With the self-illuminating 
Super AMOLED display, S1 supports Always On Dis-

play at a low power consumption. You can glance at 
your phone whenever you like to check the time or 
view alerts. Plus, customize this feature’s theme to add 
charisma to your phone and let your personal style 
stand out.  

In-Display Fingerprint Scanning: Since launch-
ing its In-Display Fingerprint Scanning technology, 
Vivo has been leading the industry in bringing a better 
unlocking experience for its consumers. With just a sin-
gle touch on your S1 display, the screen can be un-
locked swiftly. 

32MP Front Camera, Capture Your Style: S1 fea-
tures an industry-leading 32MP front camera. The 
32MP resolution allows you to take selfies with high 
clarity and precise details. It also comes with multiple 
selfie modes, such as AI Face Beauty, lighting, AR 

Stickers, AI Filter, etc., which makes selfie-taking ex-
perience enjoyable and fun. 

AI Triple Camera with Wide-Angle: Featuring 
the Sony IMX499 Camera Sensor, S1 allows you to 
shoot with enhanced accuracy and precision. AI Por-
trait Framing helps you in better composition to 
achieve a perfect ratio, and brings you more fun in 
every snapshot of your life moments. 

Long-lasting Battery: S1 is equipped with a 
4,500mAh battery, which comes with Vivo's own 18W 
Dual-Engine Fast Charging technology. Leave your 
power bank at home and focus on making the most of 
your day. 

Availability and Pricing: The Vivo S1 is now avail-
able in market for Rs. 35,999 in two dazzling color 
options; Skyline Blue & the elegant Diamond Black. 
Vivo Pakistan offers one-year official warranty for 
the phone — duly approved by PTA and 6-months 
warranty for accessories. Zong customers can also 
get free 6GB mobile internet by using their SIM 
cards the slot-1 of  the phone.  n 

Vivo launches the new S1 for Rs 35,999
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U
nderscoring its “Dare to Leap” propo-
sition in the market, realme, the fastest 
growing smartphone brand in Pak-
istan, unveiled its first quad camera 

smartphones - realme 5 and realme 5 Pro, both 
equipped with Qualcomm Technologies’ mobile 
platforms, Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 665 and 
712 Mobile Platforms that provide users out-
standing performance in their price segments. 

Both realme 5 and realme 5 Pro will feature a 
quad camera setup with ultra wide-angle lens,  
main camera, portrait lens and ultra macro lens.  

Sharing his excitement to have launched a seg-
ment-first in Pakistan, Harvey He, Marketing Di-
rector - realme Pakistan said: “We are thrilled to 
revolutionise the user experience by introducing 
realme 5, the first quad camera phone at under 
24K price segment and realme 5 Pro, the first 

48MP quad camera phone in the market. As the 
fastest growing brand in Pakistan, we are always 
‘Dare to Leap’ to disrupt the industry. We have 
equipped realme 5 series with the best-in-class 
processors, designs and camera experience to de-
liver unmatched user experience. realme’s quad 
camera phones can be your full-function pocket 
cameras for many scenarios and you don’t even 
have to carry any DSLRs.” n 
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T
he latest Infinix Hot 8, successor to the 
Hot 7 Pro, is believed to be phone that 
will make its users forget all their charg-
ing woes. Infinix Hot 8 comes with a 

massive 5000mAh battery promising a long-last-
ing user experience like never before. 

Infinix Hot series have gained quite a lot of  
popularity since they were first introduced by the 
brand. The advanced features such as powerful 
batteries, beautiful display quality and astonish-
ing camera performance is what makes the Hot 
series stand out from the crowd. 

Hot 8 is designed to help people stay con-
nected with their loved ones 24/7. It is designed 
for those who want to game and binge-watch 
their favorite seasons without worrying about 
charging their phone. 

Infinix understands the anxiety of  having to 
charge your phone when you are in middle of  
something important and you get the low battery 
notification. Infinix also understands how pre-
cious your time is and it should not be wasted on 

charging. To address both these issues, Infinix 
came up with 5000mAh battery and fast-charge 
technology on this smartphone. Yes you read that 
right, the phone supports 2A fast charge technol-

ogy. Just imagine the amount of  screen time 
you’ll get on this beast without running out of  
juice.  

But that’s not all. With Hot 8 controlled 
power consumption, you can now get a 10% in-
crease in overall standby time. The battery lab 
adopting AI helps conserving the power without 
compromising your experience. So stay charged 
all the time as Infinix has got you covered from 
all sides. 

With a battery of  such capacity, you can go 
days without charging your phone. You can game 
more, watch more and talk more thanks to the 
massive 5000mAh battery. You get a 26 days of  
standby time, web surfing time on WIFI around 
18.6H and on GPRS 15.9H, 14H video playback 

and 11.7H of  gaming, fantastic isn’t it? The 
phone will enable its users to use it for a maxi-
mum of  four days on normal and maximum of  
two days on heavy usage. 

If  you want similar experience from other 
brands, you would be paying a lot more. So, being 
budget-friendly makes this device a hot favorite 
of  everyone. 

Hot 8 Lite is expected to come with a price tag 
of  somewhere around 10,000-15,000 PKR. Hot 8 
(2+32GB) is expected to come with a price range 
of  15,000-20,000 PKR while Hot 8 (4GB+64GB) 
will come in the price range of  20,000-25,000 
PKR. 

If you want similar 
experience from other 
brands, you would be 

paying a lot more. So, being 
budget-friendly makes this 

device a hot favorite of 
everyone

“Infinix Hot series have gained quite a lot of popularity since they were first introduced by the 
brand. The advanced features such as powerful batteries, beautiful display quality and 
astonishing camera performance is what makes the Hot series stand out from the crowd”

Now say goodbye to all your 
charging woes with Infinix Hot 8 
big battery of 5000mAh
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U
ber Chief  Business Officer Brooks En-
twistle called on Pakistani top officials to 
discuss how Uber can support the new 
government in achieving positive eco-

nomic growth and opportunities. On his visit to Pak-
istan, Brooks and the Uber Pakistan team met 
President Dr Arif Alvi, Chief Minister Punjab Usman 
Buzdar, Chief Minister Sindh Murad Ali Shah, Min-
ister for Information Technology and Telecommuni-
cation Dr Khalid Maqbool Siddiqui, Federal Minister 

of State for Interior Shehryar Khan Afridi, Provincial 
Minister of  Punjab for Industries, Commerce & In-
vestment Mian Mohammad Aslam Iqbal, CEO PBIT 
Jahanzeb Burana and Provincial Minister for Finance 
Punjab Makhdoom Hashim Jawan Bakht. 

The Uber delegation told the government of Pak-
istan that the country was a priority market for the 
global ride-hailing app having recently launched a va-
riety of mobility services - including rickshaw and mo-

torbike - in order to bring 
the benefits of  the Uber 
technology to as many 
parts of the population as 
possible, and create tens of  thousands of  new eco-
nomic opportunities every month. The delegation also 
discussed how the government can play a key role in 
supporting a forward-thinking ride-sharing sector, in-

cluding introducing a scalable licensing regime and a 
favourable tax structure, to increase investment oppor-
tunities and enhance trust and safety.  

Brooks Entwistle stated: “We are humbled to have 
had a major impact on Pakistan’s economy and com-

mitted to growing our business and investments going 
forward. We support the new government’s resolve to 
push the country forward globally through progressive 
reforms and believe we can play an integral part given 
our technological expertise.”  

The Uber delegation included Pakistan General 
Manager Safee Shah, Head of Business Omar Askari 
and Head of Policy Hassan Arshad. Earlier this year, 
CEO Uber Dara Khosrowshahi met with Pakistan’s 
leadership at the World Economic Forum. n 
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Uber comes in handy for 
govt’s economic revival bid

 “ Uber Chief Business Officer Brooks Entwistle 
says we are humbled to have had a major impact 
on Pakistan’s economy and committed to grow-
ing our business and investments going forward. 
We support the government’s resolve to push 
the country forward globally through progressive 
reforms and believe we can play an integral part 
given our technological expertise. ”

The Uber delegation assured the 
Pakistani officials that the country 
was a priority market for the 
global ride-hailing app having 
recently launched a variety of 
mobility services.





Pakistan Telecommunication 
Company Limited (PTCL) held 
a special ceremony to commem-
orate Defence Day and observe 
solidarity with the people of 
Kashmir at PTCL Headquarters, 
Islamabad. 

PTCL honored and paid trib-
ute to the families of martyrs 
Major Tariq and Lance Naik 
Rab Nawaz, who lost their lives 
protecting our motherland. 

The chief guest at the cere-
mony, Shoaib Ahmad Siddiqui 
Secretary IT & Telecommunica-
tion Division and Chairman 
PTCL, was accompanied by 
Rashid Khan, President & CEO 
PTCL, Syed Mazhar Hussain 
Chief Human Resource Officer 
PTCL, along with top manage-
ment officers and staff paid trib-
utes to the civilian and armed 
forces martyrs who sacrificed 
their lives to protect Pakistan and 
also expressed solidarity with the 
people of Kashmir. 

On the occasion, Shoaib 
Ahmad Siddiqui, Secretary IT & 
Telecommunication Division 
and Chairman PTCL said: “I am 

proud of PTCL, who commem-
orated this day and honored the 
sacrifices of our sons and daugh-
ters. Moreover, we are standing 

with the people of Kashmir and 
this ceremony is to reiterate our 
firm support to them in their 
struggle for the right of free-

dom.” 
Rashid Khan, President & 

CEO, PTCL added: “I am hon-
ored to be amongst the families 
of  martyrs, who have laid their 
lives to defend our homeland. It 
is because of their selfless sacri-
fices, unwavering determination, 
and loyalty for their country that 
we live with honor and pride. 
We at PTCL will continue to 
stand with our Kashmiri 
brethren and today’s event is our 
small contribution to raise 
awareness and show our com-
mitment to the cause.” 

After the event, PTCL 
held a special walk to 
show solidarity with Kash-
mir, where the manage-
ment and employees held 
placards in favor of  Kash-
mir.  

Being a national com-
pany, PTCL stands with 
the armed forces, people 
of  Pakistan and Kashmir.n  
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PTCL commemorates Defense Day and shows 
solidarity with Kashmiris

 

Peshawar: Careem Pak-
istan and Shahid Afridi Foun-
dation (SAF) have joined 
hands to help further the 
cause of  education to under-
privileged children in Pak-
istan, especially for girls. 
Careem will facilitate 
fundraising for SAF through 
their exclusive car-type “Build 
Pakistan”. Customers will 
also be able to donate by re-
deeming their Careem Re-
ward points earned through 
the app. 

The signing ceremony was 
held at the Careem House 
(Headquarters), where the 
senior leadership hosted crick-
eting legend Shahid Khan 
Afridi, Global Chairman, 
SAF along with Zeshan 
Afzal, Global CEO, SAF. 

Zeeshan Hasib Baig, Gen-
eral Manager, Careem Pak-

istan commented on the occa-
sion. 

“Careem’s Build Pakistan 
initiative and Rewards pro-
gram is a testament to our 
commitment towards building 
communities through technol-
ogy. Our collaboration with 
SAF is one such example of  
how technology with commit-

ted partners can make a posi-
tive change in Pakistan” 

Cricketing Legend, Shahid 
Afridi remarked during the 
ceremony and shared his 
dream and commitment to-
wards this philanthropic ca-
reer. “I strongly believe that 
our community especially the 
corporate sector has to come 

forward and contribute their 
part to give back to society for 

which I am very grateful to 
Careem and its management 
for joining hands with Shahid 
Afridi Foundation. I would 
also like to thank the media 
for supporting and projecting 
our cause by providing cover-
age of  our events and activi-

ties” 
On the occasion, Zeshan 

Afzal spoke about SAF ini-
tiatives and the current part-
nership “SAF has 
undert    aken different initia-
tives in Health, Water and 
Sports Rehabilitation with a 
special focus on its Educa-
tion projects. SAF aims to 
uplift the underprivileged 
communities in Pakistan 
with help from the corporate 
community and especially 
from MNCs under their 
CSR initiatives” 

The partnership is yet an-
other step in helping give the 
22.8 million out of  school 
children in Pakistan a 
chance at a brighter future 
by bringing together en-
abling organizations 
through technology plat-
forms. n       

Careem and Shahid Afridi Foundation partner to support girls education

Islamabad: Pakistan is 
looking forward to present op-
portunities of  investment in the 
energy sector in the upcoming 
conference from 24th to 26 
September 2019 on energy in 
Japan as the sector is flourish-
ing with the right direction of  
policies that the present gov-
erned has adopted since its 
coming to power. 

This was stated by Federal 
Minister for Power, Omer 
Ayub Khan in a meeting with 
Japanese Ambassador H.E. 

Kuninori Matsuda who called 
on him at his office today. 

The Federal Minister said 
that keeping in view the inter-
est shown by the Japanese in-
vestors and companies in the 
Energy Sector of  Pakistan he 
will himself  lead the delegation 
in the conference. He said that 
a new Renewable Energy Pol-
icy envisaging ambitious in-
crease of  share of  indigenous 
renewable sources to 30% by 
Year 2030 is in the making that 
will open further vistas of  in-

vestment in the sector with 
good rate of  return. This will 
also positively affect the basket 
prices for the electricity con-
sumers in the country, he 
added. 

The Japanese Ambassa-
dor thanked Federal Minister 
for his personal interest and 
said that Japanese companies 
are anxiously waiting for the 
visit. He said that there is a 
good indication that investors 
will explore these opportuni-
ties..n 

Pakistan to present opportunities in energy sector in Japan conference
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Lahore: Descon con-
ducted CEO Communica-
tions Sessions, bringing 
together key stakeholders of  
the company. The gatherings 
were a testament to the fact 
that Descon truly believes in 
open communication between 
all tiers. 

The CEO communica-
tions sessions were held across 
all Descon locations including 
Lahore, Qatar, Oman, Abu 
Dhabi and Hamriyah are a 
key part of  the company’s 
overall strategy and help fos-
ter and promote an environ-
ment of  open communication 
and trust. The sessions pro-
vide an opportunity for the 

leadership to both share the 
direction of  the company and 
address questions raised by 

employees. 
As part of  these sessions 

each division's performance 
was shared with their respec-

tive teams, with the intent to 
take them on-board regarding 
where they stood against their 

set goals for last year and how 
they couldachieve new targets 
set for the company for the 
coming year.  

Additionally, the CEO en-
couraged everyone to live the 
company's vision, be more ac-
countable and promote a sys-
tem of  self-governance. 

Nadeem Bajwa, CEO De-
scon Engineering, said about 
the event, “The communica-
tions sessions are just one way 
for us to share information 
and are part of  our strategy to 
highlight our commitment to 
open communication. By cre-
ating a culture where we share 
information freely and discuss 
plans openly, we want to en-
courage Descon employees to 
have a direct hand in building 
the future of  Descon to-
gether.” n

Descon conducts CEO Communications Sessions

Lahore: TECNO Mobile 
Pakistan has unveiled its POP 
2F, which is an addition to its 
entry-level phone segment.  

TECNO POP 2F offers 
quite decent specs with impres-
sive performance at an afford-
able price of  PKR/- 7,999. The 
handset is quite impressive in 
terms of looks. TECNO is aim-
ing to capture major chunk of  
Pakistan’s market by offering 
different phones in every price 
range. TECNO entered Pak-
istani market two years back.n 

TECNO launches 
POP 2F in Pakistan

Peshawar: After the suc-
cessful completion of  the 
Ufone Balochistan Football 
Tournament 2019, the Pak-
istani cellular company is all 
set to launch the first ever 
edition of  Ufone Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa Tournament. 

The championship aims 
to provide 960 young foot-
ballers a platform to show-
case their skills and display 
exceptional footballing tal-
ent. Young footballers from 
the province are all set to 
play against each other’s 
football clubs as the tourna-
ment kicks off  today from 
Mansehra and Dera Ismail 
Khan.  

The qualifier stage tour-
nament will feature 64 Foot-
ball Clubs competing against 
each other from 21 cities. 
The Final of  the champi-

onship will be played under 
flood lights at Tamas Khan 
Football Stadium Peshawar 
on 22nd November.  

The first leg of  the tourna-
ment qualifiers will be played 
in the cities of  Mansehra, Ab-
bottabad, Haripur, Chitral, 
Lower and Upper Dir, Swat, 
Buner, Malakand, Sawabi, 
Mardan, Charssadda, Now-
shera, Peshawar, Kohat, 
Hangu, Karak, Bannu, Lakki 

Marwat, D.I. Khan and Tank.  
The cities have been divided 
into four regions i.e. Hazara, 
Malakand, Peshawar and 
Kohat.  

The top two teams from 
each region will qualify for the 
Super 8 stage of  the tourna-
ment. The Super 8 matches 
will be played on 18 and 19 No-
vember, with top 4 progressing 
into the semifinals which will 
take place on 20 November.  

The championship builds 
on the success of  the Ufone 
Balochistan Football tourna-
ment, for which three editions 
have taken place from 2017 on-
wards. The latest edition was 
held in March 2019 where 
Afghan Chaman FC lifted the 
trophy as champions of  the 
tournament.  

Pakistani telecom operator, 
Ufone, believes that there is im-

mense talent amongst the pas-
sionate footballers of  Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa and this tourna-
ment could provide them a 
chance to show their skills to 
the whole nation.  

Unfortunately opportuni-
ties for footballers in the 
province have been rare & few 
in the past but with the initia-
tion of  Ufone football tourna-
ment the situation is expected 
to change for the better. The 
league can open fresh avenues 
for youth, enabling them to 
shine and be recognized for 
their talent.  

Ufone’s Brand Ambassa-
dors and Baloch football stars 
Fazal Muhammad, Jadeed 
Khan Pathan and Riaz Ahmed 
will provide coaching and 
mentoring to the young foot-
ballers participating in the 
tournament. n

Ufone brings football tournament for youth in KP

Zong steals the show at ITCN Asia
Islamabad: Zong 4G, 

Pakistan’s leading telecom-
munication operator, stole 
the show at the 19th ITCN 
Asia held in Karachi today. 
ITCN Asia is Pakistan 
largest IT and Telecom ex-
travaganza and is being at-
tended by over 800 local 
and international organiza-
tions.  

Federal Minister for IT 
and Telecommunication , 
Dr. Khalid Maqbool Sid-
diqui, Secretary IT, Shoaib 
Ahmed Siddiqui, PTA 
Chairman Maj. Gen (Retd) 
Amir Azeem Bajwa among 
other Government digni-
taries and high officials vis-
ited Zong 4G’s stall and 
appreciated Zong for being 
the first Pakistani operator 
to successfully test its 5G 
services. The high-profile 
delegation also lauded 
Zong’s innovative and cut-
ting edge technology for In-
ternet of  Things (IoT), its 

highly diverse portfolio for 
its corporate customers its 
contribution to the digital 

ecosystem of  Pakistan.  
Speaking at the ITCN, 

Chairman and CEO Zong 
4G Wang Hua said, “As a 
customer-centric organiza-
tion, we always want to re-
main one step ahead in 
ensuring that we always su-
persede the trust and confi-
dence that our customers 
have placed in Zong for 

their connectivity needs. 
5G is coming, and Zong 
will open unlimited possi-

bilities for the future of  dig-
ital Pakistan. Zong is 
committed to accelerate 
digital growth along the vi-
sion of  Government of  
Pakistan and Pakistan 
Telecommunication Au-
thority” 

Federal Minister for IT 
and Telecommunication, 
Dr. Khalid Maqbool Sid-

diqui also presented Chair-
man and CEO Zong Wang 
Hua the award for “Recog-
nizing Zong for Digitaliz-
ing Pakistan”. This award 
is testament of  Zong’s im-
pact towards creating a dig-
ital Pakistan and further 
strengthens Zong 4G’s po-
sition as the number 1 Data 
network of  the country. 
With over 13 Million 4G 
customers and more than 
12000 4G towers, Zong 4G 
is Pakistan’s largest and 
widest 4G network.  

Zong’s stall at the 
ITCN provided customers 
with an immersive experi-
ence of  its state-of-the-art 
technology. The stall saw 
a footprint of  over 6,000 
delegates visiting the 
ITCN over the last two 
days. The delegates thor-
oughly enjoyed the vari-
ous engaging activities 
and experiences organized 
by Zong. n

Islamabad: JazzCash, Pak-
istan’s fastest growing digital fi-
nancial service provider, and 
Bookme, a leading e-ticketing 
platform for transport and en-
tertainment, have launched Bus 
Ticketing services to JazzCash 
customers across Pakistan.   

Mariam Hussain Rand-
hawa, Head of Consumer Prod-
ucts at JazzCash, commented 
on this partnership, “JazzCash 
is continuously expanding its of-
ferings for its user base and is 
ensuring that their payment 
journey remains easy and seam-
less. This partnership with 
Bookme is another step towards 
realizing our vision of bringing 
ease in the life of  Pakistanis. 
The extraordinary growth of  
our platforms is testament to the 
approval of our offerings.”  

Faizan Aslam, CEO 
Bookme, remarked, “As the 
world shifts towards digitization 
and online payment services, 
customers demand greater con-
venience in terms of  payment 
solutions. BookMe has dis-
rupted the E-ticketing space in 
Pakistan to offer greater user ex-
perience to all customers and is 
constantly innovating on that 
front.  

JazzCash Mobile Account 
is increasingly becoming popu-
lar in providing digital financial 
services to Pakistanis from all 
walks of life. With a simplified 
USSD interface and Mobile 
App that is available for both 
iOS and Android devices, the 
account can be accessed any-
time, anywhere by customers 
across the country that can de-
posit and withdraw cash from 
over 80,000 plus JazzCash 
Agents. Since JazzCash app is 
zero-rated for Jazz Customers, 
customers can now also book 
their bus tickets without any 
data charges. n 

JazzCash introduces 
In-App Bus Ticketing 

Feature
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Islamabad: Special Com-
munications Organization 
(SCO), a telecom operator in 
AJK and Gilgit Balitistan, 
has appointed first female 
commercial pilot from Azad 
Jammu & Kashmir – 
Maryam Mujtaba as its 
Brand Ambassador. 

The contract signing cere-
mony was held at HQ SCO 
Rawalpindi. Maj-Gen Ali 
Farhan HI(M) DG SCO and 
other officials of  SCO were 
present at the occasion. 

Maryam Mujtaba is the 
first Kashmiri female pilot, 
currently flying with PIA. 
She obtained her Commer-
cial Pilot License (CPL) and 
after completing the subse- quent flying hours was pro- moted as a first officer on Airbus 320 in PIA. 

Maryam said, “I’m ex-
cited to come on board as the 
Brand Ambassador for SCO, 
an organization committed to 
provide quality telecom serv-
ices in Azad Jammu & Kash-
mir and Gilgit Baltistan. In 
addition, SCO is actively in-
volved in women empower-
ment and healthy community 
engagement activities.” 

She will be engaged in vari-
ous media activities and events 
to endorse and promote SCO’s 
promotional activities in AJK 
and Gilgit Baltistan. By joining 
the prestigious roster of famous 
women such as Samina Baig, 
Maryam Mujtaba will become 
the first Kashmiri female to 
represent SCO globally.  n

First female commercial pilot from AJK 
is now SCO’s Brand Ambassador

Lahore: AkzoNobel Pak-
istan Limited (ANPL) and 
Hyundai Nishat Motor (Pri-
vate) Limited (HNMPL) 
signed a Memorandum of  Un-
derstanding (MoU) in Lahore. 
Under the signed MoU, Ak-
zoNobel Pakistan, the exclu-
sive partner of  Nihon 
Parkerizing in Pakistan will be 
providing high quality Nihon 
pre-treatment products to 
Hyundai Nishat Motor. Nihon 
Parkerizing has been protect-
ing steel from corrosion for 
over 90 years, by supplying 
surface treatment chemicals to 
diverse industries across the 
globe.  

The ceremony was at-
tended by senior representa-
tives from ANPL and 
HNMPL, including Saad 
Mahmood Rashid, CEO, 
ANPL, Hasan Mansha, 
CEO,HNMPL, Tatsuya Sato, 

COO, HNMPL, Sohail 
Nawaz, Vice President, 

HNMPL, Harris Mahmood, 
CFO, ANPL, Norez Abdul-
lah, CFO, HNMPL, Shafiq 
Ahmad, GM, HNMPL, and 
Shahid Islam, National Sales 

Manager, ANPL. 
The joint efforts will 

strengthen cooperation be-
tween the two groups at a time 
when HNMPL is venturing 
into Pakistan’s automotive 
market and looking forward to 

capitalize on the growing de-
mand of  commercial and non-

commercial vehicles.  
Saad Mahmood Rashid, 

CEO ANPL said, “As the 
country’s automotive sector 
undergoes massive transfor-

mation, AkzoNobel Pakistan 
is delighted to partner with 
Hyundai Nishat Motor for an 
intensive cooperation that will 
give them local access to the 
best-in-class internationaltech-
nologies and solutions.” 

Drawing on its innovations 
and experience in the paints 
and coatings industry, AN-
PLwill deliver products that 
will help reduce cycle time and 
increase productivity at cus-
tomer’s site.  

Hasan Mansha, CEOHN-
MPL said: “We were seeking 
a partner that has a proven 
track record of  driving devel-
opment, generating synergies 
and delivering on commit-
ments. AkzoNobel Pakistan’s 
market position and compe-
tencieswith leading technolo-
gies and innovative solutions 
served as an ideal fit to our re-
quirements.” n

Hyundai Nishat Motor signs MoU with AkzoNobel

Islamabad: Telenor Pak-
istan, after competing in the 
ITU Innovation Challenge 
held in Budapest, Hungary, 
recently, was the Global 
Challenge Winner in the 
‘Ecosystem Best Practice’ 
challenge for the idea, ‘Open 
Innovation in Mobile Agri-
culture’. The challenge is 
owned by ITU Telecom 
World, which is the United 
Nations specialized agency 
for information and commu-
nication technologies. The 
global platform focuses on 
high-level dialogue, network-
ing, innovation showcasing 
and knowledge-sharing.  

ITU announced this chal-
lenge on 6th June 2019 with 
the aim of  uplifting innova-
tion and entrepreneurship, 

while offering a platform to 
co-create proposals and pres-
ent ideas to transform com-
munities through 
technologies. Telenor Pak-
istan, being at the forefront 
of  empowering the Pakistani 
society, came forward with 
their proposal to compete at 
this global platform and 
showcased an initiative for 
digitizing agriculture eco-
system of  Pakistan.  

The ITU Innovation 
Challenge 2019 was organ-
ized in three main categories 
namely Digital Change-
maker Challenge, Ecosystem 
Best Practice Challenge, and 
Smart Communities Chal-
lenge. Telenor Pakistan pre-
sented the proposal for the 
Ecosystem Best Practice 

Challenge Category and 
pitched its ‘Agri-Tech’ co-
hort, under the Telenor Ve-
locity platform. This leading 
digital accelerator platform 
provides opportunities to 
startups to scale their solu-
tions through Telenor Pak-
istan’s digital assets. 

“It is an honor for us to 
be a part of  the ITU Innova-
tion Challenge and we are 
extremely excited about win-
ning this award. Under its 
Velocity programme, Te-
lenor Pakistan enables co-
creation between skillful 
people who are working to-
gether to augment the digital 
ecosystem. Specifically, with 
Telenor Velocity’s Agri-Tech 
Cohort, we are working to-
wards uplifting the Agri Sec-

tor through technological in-
tervention by enabling start-
ups with solutions to 
transform the agriculture 
sector in Pakistan, com-
mented Sardar Abubakr; 
Chief  Digital & Strategy Of-
ficer, Telenor Pakistan. 

According to Telenor 
Pakistan, this platform was 
selected due to its capabil-
ity of  providing a co-cre-
ation environment while 
nurturing a global commu-
nity of  like-minded people 
who are eco-system 
builders and knowledge-
able, experienced individu-
als. They also believe that 
through co-creation, the 
platform offers innovators 
new opportunities to create 
an enabling environment 

for innovation to flourish. 
This is a substantial de-

velopment for socioeco-
nomic and digital progress 
in the country. Pakistan, 
being a developing country, 
has extensive potential in 
the fields of  ICT and digi-
tal technologies. This po-
tential only needs a solid 
footing for nurturing, 
which is what Telenor Pak-
istan is providing through 
Velocity and other digital 
ecosystem development 
measures. Winning such 
prestigious awards and 
challenges will further en-
courage undiscovered tal-
ent to come forth and 
showcase their ideas which 
can turn into large market 
names.n

  Telenor Pakistan brings  ITU Innovation Challenge Award home






























































